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Abstract 

With increasing access to interconnected IP networks, people demand a faster response time 

from Internet services. Traffic from web browsing, the second most popular service, is 

particularly time-sensitive. This demands reliability and a guarantee of delivery with a good 

quality of service from ISPs. Additionally, the majority of the population do not have the 

technical background to monitor the delay themselves from their home networks, and their 

ISPs do not have a vantage point to monitor and diagnose network problems from the users’ 

perspective. 

Hence, the aim for this research was to characterise the “in-protocol” network delay 

encountered during web browsing from within a LAN. This research presents TCP traffic 

monitoring performed on a client device as well as TCP traffic monitoring over both the client-

end and the server-end devices separately observing an automated web client/server 

communication. This was followed by offline analysis of the captured traces where each TCP 

flow was dissected into: handshake, data transfer, and teardown phases. The aim behind such 

extraction was to enable characterisation of network round-trip delay as well as network 

physical delay, end host processing delay, web transfer delay, and packets lost as perceived by 

the end hosts during data transfer. 

The outcome of measuring from both end devices showed that monitoring from both ends of 

a client/server communication results to a more accurate measurement of the genuine delay 

encountered when packets traverse the network than when measuring from the client-end 

only. Primarily, this was concluded through the ability to distinguish between the pure 

network delay and the kernel processing delay experienced during the TCP handshake and 

teardown. Secondly, it was confirmed that the two RTTs identified in a TCP handshake are 

not symmetrical and that a TCP teardown RTT takes longer than the TCP handshake RTT 

within the same TCP flow since a server must take measures to avoid SYN flooding attacks. 

Thirdly, by monitoring from both end devices, it was possible to identify routing path 

asymmetries by calculating the physical one-way delay a packet using the forward path in 

comparison to the physical delay of a packet using the reverse path. Lastly, by monitoring 

from both end devices, it is possible to distinguish between a packet that was actually lost and 

a packet that arrived with a higher delay than its subsequent packet during data transfer. 

Furthermore, utilizing TCP flows to measure the RTT delay excluding end host processing 

gave a better characterisation of the RTT delay as opposed to using ICMP traffic. 

Keywords 

Active IP Network traffic measurement, TCP flow analysis, network delay characterization, 

end-to-end monitoring. 
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Abstract 

Med ökande tillgång till den sammankopplade IP-nätet, krävs det en snabbare responstid från 

Internettjänster. Trafik från surfning, den näst mest populära tjänsten är särskilt tidskänsliga. 

Detta kräver tillförlitlighet och en garanti för data leverans med en god servicekvalitet från 

Internetleverantörer. Dessutom har de flesta av befolkningen inte den tekniska bakgrunden 

för att övervaka fördröjning sig från sina hemmanätverk, och deras Internetleverantörer har 

ingen utsiktspunkt för att övervaka och diagnostisera nätverksproblem från användarnas 

perspektiv. 

Därför syftet med denna forskning är att karakterisera “in-protokoll”  fördöljingen i nätet, som 

påträffas under surfning inifrån ett LAN. Denna forskning visar TCP-trafik monitoring som 

utförs på en klientenhet, samt separat TCP-trafik monitoring över både klient-end och serve-

end enheter, för att observera en automatiserad webbklient / server-kommunikation. Detta 

följs av offline analys av de infångade tracer där varje TCP flöde dissekerades in: 

handskakning, dataöverföring, och nedkoppling faser. Syftet bakom sådan utvinning är att 

möjliggöra karakterisering av nätverk fördröjning samt nätverkets fysiska fördröjning, 

behandlingsfördröjning, webböverföringsfördröjning och förlorade paket som uppfattas av 

end-device under dataöverföring. 

The outcome of measuring from both end devices showed that monitoring from both ends of 

a client/server communication results to a more accurate measurement of the genuine delay 

encountered when packets traverse the network than when measuring from the client-end 

only. Primarily, this was concluded through the ability to distinguish between the pure 

network delay and the kernel processing delay experienced during the TCP handshake and 

teardown. Secondly, it was confirmed that the two RTTs identified in a TCP handshake are 

not symmetrical and that a TCP teardown RTT takes longer than the TCP handshake RTT 

within the same TCP flow since a server must take measures to avoid SYN flooding attacks. 

Thirdly, by monitoring from both end devices, it was possible to identify routing path 

asymmetries by calculating the physical one-way delay a packet using the forward path in 

comparison to the physical delay of a packet using the reverse path. Lastly, by monitoring 

from both end devices, it is possible to distinguish between a packet that was actually lost and 

a packet that arrived with a higher delay than its subsequent packet during data transfer. 

Furthermore, utilizing TCP flows to measure the RTT delay excluding end host processing 

gave a better characterisation of the RTT delay as opposed to using ICMP traffic. 

Resultatet av mätningarna från både slut-enheter visar att övervakning från båda ändar av en 

klient / server-kommunikation resulterar  en noggrannare mätning av fördröjningar som 

uppstår när paketen färdas över nätverket än vid mätning från den enda klienten. Främst 

avslutades detta genom förmågan att skilja mellan den rena nätfördröjningen och kernel 

bearbetning under TCP handskakning och nedkoppling. För det andra bekräftades att de två 

RTT som identifierats i en TCP handskakning inte är symmetriska och att TCP nedkoppling 
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RTT är längre än TCP handskakning RTT inom samma TCP flödet, eftersom servern  måste 

vidta åtgärder för att undvika SYN översvämning attacker. För det tredje, genom att övervaka 

från båda avancerade enheter, var det möjligt att identifiera path asymmetrier genom att 

beräkna den fysiska envägsfördröjningen av ett paket på framåtriktade banan i jämförelse 

med den fysiska fördröjningen för ett paket på den omvända banan. Slutligen genom att 

övervaka från båda end enheter, är det möjligt att skilja mellan ett paket som faktiskt 

förlorades och ett paket som kom med en högre fördröjning än dess efterföljande paket under 

dataöverföring. Dessutom utnyttjande av TCP flöden för att mäta RTT exkluderat end-nod 

porocessering gav en bättre karakterisering av RTT fördröjning jämfört med att ICMP-trafik. 

  

Nyckelord 

Aktiv IP-nätverk trafik mätning, TCP flödesanalys , karakterisering av nätverksfördröjning, 

end-to-end-monitoring 
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1 Introduction 

In 2015, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) [1] documented approximately 

3.2 billion Internet users worldwide [2]. During the same year, the Swedish Post and Telecom 

Authority (PTS) concluded that an estimated 34.8% of the Swedish Internet users are 

subscribed to fixed broadband access in the form of either fiber, cable TV, or xDSL. Although 

the annual growth rate of fixed broadband subscriptions in Sweden is gradually reducing, it 

was observed to have an 11% penetration at the end of 2015 with almost half of the fixed 

broadband users adopting fiber to access the Internet Protocol (IP) network [3].  

Since the introduction of the World Wide Web (WWW) in 1989, the rapidly commercialized 

web of networks has proliferated and the contemporary Internet continues to expand. 

Notably, the evolution of the IP-based services have established several network applications 

to provide means for communication, data transfer and web resources. Following Internet 

video traffic, the next highest amount of global IP traffic is generated from web resources from 

residential Home Area Networks (HANs) or enterprise Local Area Networks (LANs) which 

employs the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) application protocol [4]. The HTTP 

Application layer protocol forms part of the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 

(TCP/IP) network stack which hides network complexities from users who surf the Internet. 

This is implemented in end user hosts as well as intermediate hosts with the purpose of 

governing the transportation of user level data within the IP-based network to enable end-to-

end host communication [5].  

As the demand for Internet access increases to utilize the perpetually evolving Internet 

applications, so does the expectation for faster response times and improved quality of service. 

During a web page request and retrieval, the minimum latency encountered is caused by 

packet storing and forwarding, packet header processing, packet transmission onto the 

physical link and packet propagation throughout network nodes between a source host and a 

destination host. However, the network delay is highly influenced by bottlenecks, network 

congestion as a result of long queuing times in a buffer, buffer overflow at intermediate hosts, 

or route alteration caused by: intermediate host failure, load balancing, route flapping, or 

other network anomalies [5]. Ideally, it would be beneficial to characterise network delay by 

differentiating between the minimum network delay, the average network delay benchmark 

and the delay caused by network abnormalities between two communicating hosts. 

Hence, this research was conducted to analyse the different delays experienced when 

requesting and retrieving a web page. This is done by determining the different delay agents 

encountered during an HTTP session; specifically from when a request for a web page is sent 

over the network until the moment before the retrieved web content is rendered by the user 

level application. Additionally, several scenarios were observed in order to reach a better 

characterisation of the network delay.  
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1.1 Background 

From an IP network of a collective traditional workstations and servers used as an 

infrastructure that provides services to applications, the Internet has grown to become 

ubiquitous. Millions of different types of interconnected devices are distributed globally and 

accessible from anyplace at any time. This web of networks enables interaction between 

connected source and destination hosts throughout communication links and packet switches 

which direct data in the form of packets. Internet access for these end hosts is provided by 

regional or local networks consisting of communication links and packet switches which are 

serviced by Internet Service Providers (ISPs). In other terms, ISPs are core networks which 

provide their subscribed networks with specific network performance parameters for IP 

services. Sequentially, these ISPs are constituted of a multi-tier routing hierarchy which 

communicate Internet traffic worldwide by taking a client/server or peer-to-peer approach 

depending on the type of service [5].  

Furthermore, the TCP/IP is a network protocol stack implemented in each network node in 

order to provide the Internet infrastructure with a collection of services for connectivity and 

management. With this protocol suite, the functionality of the Internet is transparent to end 

users. In addition, software applications provide an interactive boundary between users and 

the rest of the Internet infrastructure. As recorded by Cisco in 2016 [4], the second set of 

sources influencing the generation of global traffic consist of: web browsing, electronic mail, 

instant messaging, including file transfer using HTTP and FTP. Furthermore, in 2016 a Cisco 

VNI report [4] forecasts that 7,436 Petabytes out of 9,476 Petabytes per month is web traffic 

generated from fixed network access generated by residential buildings, university 

populations, and Internet cafés. As illustrated by Figure 1, web traffic uses a client/server 

infrastructure between two communicating hosts, where a client end host requests a web 

service to which a server hosting this service replies. Since HTTP traffic is considered as loss-

sensitive traffic, the ISP is expected to guarantee and reliably deliver this data in a timely 

manner to avoid compromising the service’s quality. Hence, at the Transport layer, the 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is utilized since it provides a reliable, and connection-

oriented delivery service. This means that it guarantees data to be delivered to the intended 

application process in the destination end host without errors, without any missing bytes, and 

in the same order of bytes transmitted [5].  

Moreover, the HTTP application protocol imposes several mechanisms to mitigate the delay 

encountered during a web request-reply procedure. This is obtained through: preserving a 

single TCP connection between a client and a server to transfer each object of a web page on a 

single connection, transmitting multiple HTTP requests for a web page’s objects before 

waiting to receive a reply, and through requesting conditions such as transferring a 

compressed version of the data [5].  
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Ultimately, several factors influence the delay that a user endures during web browsing; such 

as: web request redirection delay, hostname-to-IP server address translation, web page 

request and reply, and web browser delay [5]. However, for this dissertation, we are only 

interested in the delays encountered during a TCP flow which is induced by the web request-

reply procedure to determine the performance of a network.  

 

1.2 Problem 

Home Internet users frequently experience performance issues while using the web. Network 

traffic measurement tools are convenient to provide network performance analysis based on 

available network parameters. However, the majority of the public lacks expertise to 

troubleshoot and analyse such network issues. Moreover, though ISPs are able to passively 

measure network access traffic from their provider networks, without an internal network 

traffic measuring device on a user’s network, they do not know the true network performance 

that their customers are receiving.  

Fundamentally, performance over a network is bound to vary over time; hence, a source of 

continuous performance measurement is required to constantly monitor the network in order 

troubleshoot and diagnose network problems. 

 

1.3 Objectives and Limitations 

The purpose for this dissertation is to extend the available CheesePi measurement platform 

[6] at SICS to provide means to characterise the delay performance of Internet links. In short, 

we present work on TCP protocol analysis to identify the delays encountered on an IP network 

during an automated web request-reply session. This analysis quantifies the network delay, 

web transfer delay, end host processing delay and perceived packet loss during web data 

transfer measured at the communicating end hosts. 

As statistics in [4] illustrate, in a real environment a large proportion of traffic on the IP 

network is comprised of web traffic. Therefore, this research employed web browsing as a 

utility to characterise the IP network delay. As discussed further in Chapter 2, when fetching 

a web page from a web server, a series of client/server actions take place. The consequent 

network latency perceived by an end user during these events is one important characteristic 

to determine a network’s Quality of Service (QoS). 

In order to measure the network delay observed by end devices, the TCP protocol is 

considered, since it resolves the communication mechanism between two end hosts during 

web browsing. Through this protocol, network performance metrics are measured to 
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determine the performance’s quality. Hence, this research automates the process of web 

browsing in a real world IP network environment to overcome issues presented by a controlled 

simulated environment which might neglect any actual network conditions. Additionally, to 

give a pure perspective of a network connection delay this research excludes the delays 

incurred by web page rendering caused by a web browser and by hostname-to-IP address 

translation of the respective web server. Therefore, the web browsing mechanism is 

automated through a web client and server implementation. By instigating HTTP sessions 

between these two hosts over the IP network, it is possible to analyse their respective TCP 

connections and the communication flowing through them. Consequently, delay 

measurements are extracted from several phases in a TCP connection as perceived by one or 

both end devices.  

Fundamentally, the subsequent research questions are imposed: 

 Does monitoring from both ends of a client/server communication give a better 

understanding of the network delay than monitoring from the client-end only? 

 How well does TCP-based analysis characterise the round-trip network delay of the 

network as opposed to ICMP-based analysis? 

The limitations of this work introduce restrictions to quantifying further the delay 

encountered during data transfer as a result of the TCP protocol’s flow control and congestion 

control mechanisms. Moreover, it would be beneficial to vary the TCP congestion control 

variant [5] in order to compare the delay incurred by each variant during the data transfer 

phase. Such analysis would enable a further interpretation of the data transfer delay results. 

 

1.4 Goal 

Ultimately, this research aimed to contribute by supplying the research institute SICS with 

another delay characterisation tool for its network monitoring project called CheesePi [6]. 

SICS is proposing a solution to aid users, and possibly ISPs, to monitor the performance of 

their home Internet links by providing a statistical review of their connection from within 

home networks. Furthermore, ISPs can additionally benefit from perceiving network issues 

that might arise and act upon them. With the convenience of a palm-sized hardware deployed 

on a user’s home network, the system CheesePi is able to perform and provide this monitoring 

service. So far, a testbed of CheesePi’s monitoring system is implemented in Raspberry Pis 

which are deployed around the Swedish area, offering a variety of network measurements to 

characterise Swedish home Internet links. Consequently, this research contributes by 

providing CheesePi with an additional means to characterise the delay of home Internet links. 

By taking advantage of this testbed, this research quantifies and analyses the network delay 

through TCP traffic measurement from the client-end to the rest of the world and from both 

client-end and server-end within the Swedish IP-based network.  
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Furthermore, CheesePi provides limited information when measuring from one CheesePi 

node at a LAN network. However, with several CheesePi nodes situated at several LAN 

networks, the results are accumulated to reveal the network performance of a Wide Area 

Network (WAN). Through such measurements, CheesePi has a positive social impact since it 

offers:  

 users with a dashboard to view graphical statistics pertaining their Internet access 

link’s quality of service in order to be aware that they are receiving the network 

performance which they are paying for, 

 ISPs with the ability to observe their customers’ network performance to diagnose 

network issues,  

 and Internet regulators with the opportunity to compare network performance 

statistics amongst their different ISPs including the possibility to identify any Service 

Level Agreement violations. 

Although speculations regarding privacy and ethical issues might arise from CheesePi’s 

measurement mechanism, it should be noted that CheesePi injects its own traffic into the 

network for measurement purposes; hence, it gathers information only related to such traffic. 

Therefore, privacy of a user’s personal information is not at risk, since it does not capture user 

generated traffic. Lastly, CheesePi ethically measures the network by injecting a small amount 

of traffic to the network after certain intervals to avoid altering the network’s behaviour and 

excessively using network resources.  

Notably, CheesePi nodes are sustainable since Raspberry Pis run on minute amounts of 

electricity. 

 

1.5 Methodology 

The measurement procedure and process for such a measurement-based research is 

categorized under metrology research methodology. Metrology [7] is described by the 

International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) as “the science of measurement, 

embracing both experimental and theoretical determinations at any level of uncertainty in any 

field of science and technology. [8]” In this case, the principle behind the conducted 

measurement is to characterise the network delay through TCP flows analysis. The research 

goes further by identifying accuracy and possible measurements when: 

 capturing TCP traffic from only a client device in comparison to when capturing from 

both the client and server devices, 

 and comparison between TCP and ICMP-based delay analysis 
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Fundamentally, the measurement method of each experiment is based on several control 

variables. These include varying: the location for capturing traffic (at client device only or at 

client and server devices), the distance between a client and server in an experiment, the size 

of the web resource requested in order to understand their influence on the delay experienced, 

as well as observing the time of day during which the experiment is run. In addtion, each 

experiment consists of periodic sampling which involved repeating the same experiment 

several times with a 1 second interval; where each sample experiments is repeated at different 

times during a day. At the same time, sampling is also produced through ICMP-based 

experiments which are generated alongside the TCP-based experiments using the existing 

ping [9] tool. 

Lastly, TCP-based analysis of the experienced delays is established on the three dominant TCP 

flow phases (TCP handshake, data transfer, and TCP teardown [5]) for each sample 

experiment; with additional observations made on packets lost during data transfer. 

Furthermore, statistics are generated for each sample in order to conduct analysis. Lastly, the 

evaluation of statistics depends on mathematical analysis as well as theoretical 

interpretation.  Ultimately, comparisons of the resulting analysis of various differing samples 

of experiments determine the conclusion for the previously posed research questions based 

on accuracy, and possible metric measurements. 

 

1.6 Outline 

The subsequent chapter is dedicated to the technical background that is necessary to 

understand the presented work. The key network performance indicators and previous 

research related to network delay measurement are also discussed in Chapter 2. A detailed 

description of the methodology used for network measurement, and observation are 

represented in Chapter 3. Additionally, Chapter 4 explains the implemented setup, and 

experiments; while the results generated from the experiments are detailed and interpreted 

in Chapter 5. Subsequently, Chapter 6 gives a discussion on the outcome of the results. Lastly, 

Chapter 7 draws some conclusions and expresses what future work could be done.   
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2  Technical Background 

Since this research was established to evaluate different delays encountered in a TCP flow 

during a web request/reply procedure; hence, this chapter is dedicated to providing the 

necessary technical background required. In short, this chapter explains the web client/server 

paradigm, relevant TCP/IP protocols, network metrics which are employed by this research, 

and existing network traffic measurement methodologies. Additionally, a brief review of 

previously conducted research, and their outcomes is described. First and foremost, a short 

description of the terminology used in this report is outlined. 

2.1 Terminology 

Principally, this dissertation includes the following general terms: 

IP address. This is an address used to identify a host or a network interface and its location 

on a TCP/IP network [5]. 

Port number. This is a logical address which is used to identify a particular application 

process (for which the port address is randomly chosen by the kernel) or the type of service 

(whose port address is reserved for that specific application protocol) [5].  

Socket. This is a software interface dedicated to a specific user-level application process 

through which such process transmits/receives data to/from the underlying network. Hence, 

a socket serves as an endpoint of a bidirectional connection at an end device. Such socket 

functionality is located in between the Application and Transport layers of the TCP/IP 

protocol stack shown in Figure 1. Moreover, a socket is created by the OS upon a request made 

by an application process. In TCP/IP, a local socket address is unique throughout the Internet 

and is made up of a combination of the local IP address and port number, as well as the 

Transport layer protocol to use for communication [5]. 

Flow. This describes a series of packets exchange between a source and destination hosts of 

a particular communication. This can describe a unique socket-to-socket communication path 

consisting of a unique set of source and destination socket addresses, or it can also represent 

a TCP connection (TCP flow) [5].  

TCP flow. A TCP flow, or a TCP connection, consists of setting up a virtual end-to-end 

connection dedicated to a pair of source and destination hosts which request to communicate, 

transferring data segments through that connection, and terminating that same connection 

when communication ends. This TCP flow is the area subjected to evaluation during this thesis 

[5].  
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HTTP session. This describes a sequence of data requests and replies transaction between 

web client and server processes. An HTTP request instigates a TCP flow [5].  

 

2.2 TCP/IP Network Stack and Web Client/Server Model 

IP networks employ a network protocol suite on end hosts and network devices. The network 

stack implemented in such devices is TCP/IP. As depicted by Figure 1, TCP/IP suite is 

composed of four layers on end devices while network devices only contain the two bottom 

layers. The purpose is to restrict functionality and intelligence to only end hosts while the sole 

purpose for network devices is to efficiently route packets to the intended destination [5]. 

 

 

Figure 1  Client/server approach with TCP/IP network suite. [10] 

 

Each layer administers a set of tasks to each payload (See Table 1). At the source host, starting 

from the Application layer, application data is fragmented into segments and as it is passed 

from one layer to the successive one, a header is attached to the payload until the structure of 

a frame is complete. This is then transmitted on the link which traverses network nodes until 

the intended destination host receives the frame. On the contrary, at the receiver host, the 

reverse operation occurs where this frame is dismantled from its outer headers as it passes up 

through the layers until the payload is transformed to application data [10]. 
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Table 1 Explanation of each TCP/IP layer’s functions and their location within 

the OS. [10] 

 

Within a Web environment, end devices employ a client/server paradigm. Communication is 

initiated by client hosts which request services from server hosts; in turn such servers provide 

resources or services to such requests. In this case, a client utilizes the HTTP protocol through 

a web application to communicate with a web server. In short: 

 A Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is used to reference a web resource, its location, 

and the application protocol to retrieve it (in this case, the HTTP protocol). 

 From this information an HTTP request is constructed by the client’s HTTP 

application process.  

 If the resource is not cached (i.e. temporarily stored in the browser’s memory or disk) 

to directly fetch it, the client uses the Domain Name System (DNS) application to query 

the appropriate server/s to find out the IP address of the resource’s location; thus, 

providing hostname-to-IP address translation. 

 Upon obtaining the IP address of the relevant server, at the client’s Application layer, 

the HTTP application process proceeds to open a unique socket on the client device.  In 

this case, server devices keep a TCP port open on dedicated sockets and passively listen 

to incoming unscheduled connection requests, while a client socket is actively opened 

by a client application process. 

 At the Transport layer, the client’s TCP protocol requests a connection setup from its 

newly created socket to the acquired socket details of the intended server; and if the 

server accepts, a TCP connection is established. 
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 After successful connection establishment, the client’s HTTP application process at the 

Application layer sends the HTTP request through this connection over the network to 

the server’s socket. 

 In turn, the server’s application processes this request. It fetches the requested data 

from its storage system and uses the TCP protocol to transmit it to the client along with 

some other details in the form of an HTTP response.  

 The data transmission from a web server to a client occurs in numerous data packets 

depending on the size and content of the resource.  

 After receiving the whole content of the resource, the client initiates a TCP connection 

termination to which the server passively reacts by closing its end of the connection 

[10]. 

 

2.2.1 Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 

As an application level protocol, HTTP is responsible for requesting web resources, handling 

such requests and returning requested web resources during web browsing. Web resources 

are usually written in a Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) which generally forms static 

web pages. Additional scripts such as CSS and Javascript can be embedded within the HTML 

format to build interactive web documents at the client-side; hence, the term client-side 

dynamic web pages. On the other hand, server-side dynamic web page is built by a server 

application which determines how to assemble web resources from one request to another. 

Usually, web content consists of objects which make up the elements of a web resource. Such 

objects may include: text, images, audio, videos, hypertext links to other web documents, and 

scripts [11].   

In particular, HTTP is a stateless protocol which determines that the server does not keep any 

status regarding the client requests during a connection. Through HTTP version 1.1 the TCP 

connection is persistent (unless stated otherwise) which means that after a TCP connection is 

setup, a client application process is able to make multiple requests for web objects to which 

the server sends the respective replies during the same connection without starting a new 

connection for each object. Lastly, HTTP 1.1 uses pipelining which allows a client to send 

multiple consecutive requests without waiting for each one’s reply, to which the server has to 

reply in the same order of the sequence of requests made. All these mechanisms aim to reduce 

the delay during web browsing [11]. As of 2015, version 2.0 was introduced which brought 

several upgrades to the HTTP protocol to lower delay even further when retrieving web pages. 

A few of the mechanisms include: the server perceiving which objects to send without waiting 

for their requests after the initial HTTP request is made, and multiplexing HTTP requests and 

replies which permits multiple requests and replies to be sent at the same time. The latter 

mechanism addresses the issues that arise with pipelining; mainly the issue where a large or 

a slow reply halts the rest since each request is issued in sequence to which each reply follows 

in sequence [12]. 
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HTTP traffic has no constraints over the duration of data transaction but it is loss-sensitive, 

meaning an HTTP application does not tolerate data loss. With such condition, the quality of 

service for such type of traffic entails priority over other traffic which endures high delay and 

data loss. Hence, the TCP protocol is used for HTTP traffic to provide reliable and guaranteed 

data delivery [10]. 

2.2.2 Transmission Control Protocol 

As previously mentioned, the TCP protocol is a transport protocol which provides an end-

to-end reliable, connection-oriented, ordered and error-checked byte stream. Through a 

virtual connection setup between two application processes residing on respective end 

devices, communication is performed. The following mechanisms are performed by the TCP 

protocol, where decisions are executed depending on the information in a packet’s TCP header 

fields. 

Connection management: is used to set up, transfer data within, and terminate a virtual 

connection between two application processes. Each connection is uniquely defined by a pair 

of sockets addresses which a client application and a server application use to communicate 

together [10]. 

Full duplex byte stream transfer: is done in concurrent stream of bytes transferred in 

both direction using the TCP connection. At the sender’s side bytes of data are grouped into 

TCP segments with each segment assigned a sequence number to identify the sequential order 

of the group of bytes. Upon receiving these segments, the receiver takes care of having ordered 

segments before extracting the data bytes from them and pushing them to the Application 

layer. Hence, from an application’s point of view, a stream of bytes are received by the 

receiver's application process in the same order that they have been transmitted without 

errors [10]. 

Reliable transmission: Essentially, TCP provides reliability by reordering packet which 

arrived out of order, delete received duplicated packets, and retransmit packets lost during 

transmission. The sequence number is used to keep track of all the previously received bytes, 

through which out-of-order and duplicated packets are detected. Since, the receiver is 

required to transmit a positive acknowledgement (ACK) packet to notify the sender of a 

successfully received packet, the sender’s TCP protocol uses this mechanism to detect a lost 

packet resulting from a lack of its respective ACK packet [10].  

Flow control: is employed through the use of a window sliding method which keeps track 

of the receiver’s receive buffer size. The sender consults such method in order to avoid 

transmitting packets at a higher rate than a receiver is able to handle [10]. 

Congestion control: is used to prevent network from being congested with a heavy load of 

packets during data transfer. When packet loss is detected, a sender responds by decreasing 

its data transmission rate [10].  
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Multiplexing/Demultiplexing: is employed when several application processes at a 

source host all require to communicate to the same destination host. Hence, the TCP at a 

source host combines the resulting multiple data streams into one physical connection 

(multiplexing) for transmission, while at the destination host the TCP separates the received 

data (demultiplexing) and the resulting data streams are forwarded to the correct application. 

Each data stream is identified through its unique socket-to-socket communication’s source 

and destination addresses [10]. 

The TCP connection phase are depicted subsequently by Figure 2. 

Figure 2 TCP flow when retrieving a web page. [10] 

 

TCP threeway handshake 

As can be observed from Figure 2, TCP connection setup is accomplished through the 

exchange of three packets between a client and server; hence, the term TCP three-way 

handshake. The client socket actively requests to open a communication with a server socket 

which is passively listening for such requests. This is achieved with a synchronize (SYN) 

packet which the clients sends to notify the server of its randomly chosen initial sequence 

number as indicated in the packet’s TCP header. The server accepts connection setup by 

replying with a SYN ACK packet to acknowledge the client’s SYN and notify its randomly 

chosen initial sequence number. Moreover, some optional parameters are exchanged through 

the TCP header of these two packets; such as the receiving buffer size, and the maximum TCP 

segment size of each respective host. The three-way handshake ends by the client sending an 

ACK packet to acknowledge the server’s SYN ACK [5]. 

HTTP request 

Afterwards, the client issues an HTTP request in order to demand a web resource from the 

server along with an HTTP request header which expresses specific HTTP session conditions 

accepted by the client [5]. 
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Data transfer (HTTP reply) 

After an HTTP request is received, the server’s TCP protocol acknowledges the request and 

pushes this request to the correct application. Following this, the requested web object is 

fetched from its storage and an HTTP reply (containing an HTTP reply header detailing 

conditions used by the server along with the content of the requested web object) is 

constructed at the application layer. This HTTP reply is considered as the data to be 

transferred. Additionally, the HTTP protocol determines how requests and replies are 

exchanged; however, the TCP protocol is in charge of maintaining the flow of data transfer. 

Hence, at the server, the TCP protocol partitions this data into segments and examines the 

flow control algorithm to determine the rate at which data segments are to be transmitted to 

avoid overrunning or overflowing the receiver’s buffer. Moreover, a congestion control 

algorithm is used to control the data segments’ transmission rate in order to prevent 

congestion over the network. Lastly, packet retransmission schemes are applied to provide 

reliability [5]. 

TCP teardown 

After the last data packet is received by the client (as indicated by a parameter set in the HTTP 

response header) other requests are necessary to retrieve objects in order to complete the 

requested web page, the client initiates a connection teardown. Depending on the server, a 

graceful way to achieve this operation can either be accomplished with three or four packet 

exchanges to close a connection and release the sockets. As described by Figure 2 above, the 

client performs an active close by transmitting a FIN packet which implies that it is finished 

sending requests in order to close its end of the connection. In a four-way teardown, the 

server sends an ACK to the active close sent by the client and passively accepts to terminate 

its side of the connection by sending a FIN packet of its own. However, in a three-way 

teardown, the server choose to join these two packets together and transmits them in a single 

packet. Lastly, the client proceeds by sending an ACK packet; hence, both sockets reserved for 

this connection are released [5]. 

 

2.3 Network Key Performance Indicators 

The IP Performance Metrics Working Group (IPPM WG) identifies the following groups of 

metrics:  

 One-way  Packet Loss Metrics 

 One-way Delay Metrics  

 Round-trip Delay Metrics 

 One-way Loss Pattern Sample Metrics  

 IPPM Metrics for Measuring Connectivity  
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 IP Packet Delay Variation Metric  

 IPPM Metrics for periodic streams [13] 

The network performance metrics that we employ to measure IP network performance in this 

thesis are: packet loss, one-way delay, and round-trip delay. Both delay metrics are used to 

identify the duration of an observation to determine the performance of the network. 

Meanwhile, the consequent packet loss is measured in order to analyse further the delay since 

packet loss causes TCP reliability schemes which influencing the overall data transfer delay. 

The following sections describe in detail how each metric is measured [14].  

2.3.1 OneWay Packet Loss 

Fundamentally, the one-way packet loss measurement is identified as whether or not a packet 

is lost during transfer. This is observed from a packet’s forward path (i.e. the path traversed 

by an end host’s outgoing packet), or from a packet’s reverse path (i.e. the path traversed by 

an end host’s incoming packet) independently [15]. Through sequential packet numbering 

provided by the TCP, the client’s TCP protocol realizes which next packet is expected to arrive. 

Hence, if a packet ‘A’ encounters a larger delay than the subsequent packet ‘B’ such that the 

destination host receives packet ‘A’ after packet ‘B’, then such mistakenly perceives that packet 

‘A’ was lost upon the arrival of packet ‘B’. Moreover, from the server’s side, the TCP protocol 

is able to identify lost packets if their respective ACK packets were not received within a 

predefined time interval [5]. 

 By measuring one-way packet loss performance:  

 it is easy to identify any asymmetry with regards to routing or queuing characteristics, 

 it can identify the reason for poor performance of an application, 

 excessive network load is identified, 

 and reasons for a large delay over the network can be clarified through this metric [15]. 

2.3.2  OneWay Delay 

Essentially, the one-way delay metric enables to measure the end-to-end physical delay. This 

quantifies the delay that a packet encounters when traversing the forward or reverse paths 

individually. In order to measure this metric, it is imperative that both end hosts under 

investigation have relatively synchronized system clocks to reach accurate results [16]. 

Some reasons for performing such measurement are: 

 to detect asymmetry with regards to traffic routing and queuing, since characteristics 

of forward and reverse paths are analysed separately, 

 to analyse the performance of an application which is identified through the direction 

in which data flows rather than by the flow of acknowledgments sent over the opposite 

direction, 
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 and to verify QoS per flow direction [16]. 

Furthermore, when observing one-way delay of a packet, if that packet is not seen on the 

opposite end of a path, a packet loss is identified [16].  

2.3.3 RoundTrip Delay 

Another type of delay metric observed by this research is the round-trip delay. Principally, 

the round-trip delay quantifies the time a packet takes to travel from a source host to a 

destination host until a response packet is received by the source from the destination. Such 

measurement is calculated by subtracting one outgoing packet’s timestamp from the 

timestamp of the respective incoming packet reply received on the same end device. Since 

outgoing and respective incoming packets are time stamped by the same end device, there is 

no need to employ clock synchronization to calculate such a measurement [17].   

The motivations behind round trip delay measurement consist of:  

 perceiving the delay caused by propagation and transmission delay as identified by the 

minimum value of this metric; hence, classifying a path’s delay during light traffic, 

 diagnosing network congestion, if the resulting round trip delay is higher than the 

minimum, 

 and identifying the source of unsatisfactory application quality, if the consequent 

round-trip delay is higher than some threshold, or erratically varies [17]. 

In case of a lost packet out of the outgoing and respective incoming packets, the round trip 

delay is undefined without any knowledge of which direction the packet loss had occurred. 

However, this metric is advantageous over one-way delay measurement since time 

synchronization is unnecessary considering that time stamping is regulated by the same end 

host. An exception that results to an erroneous measurement would occur if the host’s system 

clock is updated in between outgoing and incoming packets [17].  

 

2.4 Network Traffic Measurement Methodologies  

Network traffic measurement has stimulated various types of research over the past few years 

and is still under evaluation. Such analysis serves as a source to characterise the behaviour 

and performance of a network. The motivation behind network traffic measurement analysis 

is to: 

 provide network management, to monitor a network’s performance and improve 

network services, 
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 diagnose network issues; whether malfunctioning is caused by hardware or by network 

design, 

 characterise traffic load to carry out data analysis on the captured load which describes 

an application or protocol’s properties, 

 determine the correctness of a new protocol implementation, 

 and to evaluate the performance of an application or a protocol over a network [14]. 

In the following, popular network traffic measurement methodologies are outlined. 

 

Table 2 Different network measurement approaches to capture network traffic. 

[18] 

Type of 

Measurement 
Description Advantages Disadvantages 

Hardware-based 

Measurement 
Special-purpose 

equipment for 

collecting and 

analysing traffic 

- Dedicated hardware which 
doesn’t require users to intervene 

- On going/ scheduled 
measurements 

- Can enable wide area 

measurements by combining 

results from several devices at 

different networks 

- Costly 

- Require large storage space 

- Difficult to manage and maintain 
remotely 

- Time accuracy issues 

Software-based 

Measurement 
Kernel-level 

modifications for 

capturing a copy of 

packet transactions 

and processing them 

at a custom user-

level application 

- Cheap 

- Dedicated scripts  

- Ease of measurement and 

analysis customization 

- Requires users to initiate and 
manage measurements themselves  

Usually one-time measurements 

- Usually measure at one end of a 
communication 

- Time accuracy issues 

- Not scalable 

Passive 

Measurement 
Observation of the 

network traffic is 

accomplished 

without injecting 

traffic 

- Reflects real network behaviour 

- Does not generate network 

overhead since it does not inject 

traffic during measurements 

- Network device’s performance 
degrades 

- No valuable network behaviour can 
be observed during network inactivity 
(when people are sleeping) 

- Consists of measuring the network 
from a single point which can become 
complex to identify packets to their 
respective flows 

- Difficulty to determine events such 
as packet loss and packet reordering,  

- Results to estimating analysis results 

Active 

Measurement 
Enables network 

measurements by 

instigating traffic 

flows (probing) 

- Measurement may be present at 
both end devices which provides 
measurement accuracy and ease 

- Intrusive as it imposes additional 
traffic to the network which may 
cause network overhead 
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to identifying events such as 
packet loss or reordering 

- Ease of control through network 
measurement scheduling 

- Can mitigate influencing 
network behaviour by scheduling 
measurements when network is 
inactive 

- Sampling can be regular which 

provides statistical properties to 

be extracted 

- Uses network resources which might 

influence network behaviour; hence, 

it does not reflect real network 

behaviour 

Protocol-Based 

Measurement 
Network 

measurements are 

based on a specific 

protocol traffic type. 

Further analysis can 

be carried out on a 

per-packet basis or a 

per-flow basis 

- For the Network layer and the 
subsequent higher layers, 
protocol analysis can be carried 
out using the same backend 
protocol analysis tools. 

- Measurements reveal particular 

protocol characteristics which can 

conclude network characteristics 

- To examine the behaviour of 

Network Interface layer it is 

mandatory to implement a unique 

network card for each specific 

network access type 

Online Analysis Analysis reflect real-

time network 

characteristics as 

such analysis are 

carried out 

simultaneously with 

network 

measurements 

- Analysis are quick and do not 
require a large storage space  

- Reflect real-time network 

characteristics 

- Other types of analysis cannot be 
done since no output log of the 
network measurement capture is 
available 

 

Offline Analysis Analysis are carried 

out on generated 

network 

measurement log 

through dedicated 

scripts after 

monitoring ends 

- Log can be revisited several 
times to carry out analysis  

- Custom scripts extract data for 

analysis, such scripts can easily be 

modified to specific analysis 

- May require large storage space 

- Analysis take additional time to 
accomplish apart from the duration to 
capture network measurements 

- Since analysis do not show the 

current network behaviour but they 

show how the network was behaving 

at a particular time 

 

 

2.5 Previous Network Measurement Research 

After outlining existing network traffic measurement methodologies, the following describes 

previous research motivated by network traffic measurement which employ such 

methodologies in order to evaluated delay.  
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Active software-based monitoring at a client end device using HTTP-based 

measurement.  

In [19], W. Li et al. study the degree of accuracy when measuring network delay from a set of 

web browsers utilizing HTTP-based methods. They discovered that such methods resulted to 

inaccurate measurements incurred by delay overheads which are not accounted for during 

network delay measurements. The resulting overheads are caused by the type of HTTP 

method employed during measurements since each method generates a substantial amount 

of delay caused due to rendering of a web resource at a client device apart from returning the 

network delay.  Moreover, such overheads considerably differ from one browser to another 

thus introducing difficulties when extracting the network delay from such measurements. 

Passive hardware-based monitoring at the network core for TCP-based 

measurement.  

Several studies [20], and [21] have conducted passive measurements by placing a monitor on 

a link within a network in order to capture TCP flows to determine the network delay. In [20], 

Aikat et al. extracted the round-trip delay measurement from the TCP handshake (consisting 

of the duration between a SYN and SYN ACK packets) and identified TCP connections by 

capturing bidirectional flows. Moreover, they investigated the variability of round-trip delays 

from bidirectional TCP traffic traversing between several end hosts in a campus to the Internet 

by monitoring from a device on the link connecting the campus to their ISP. In [20], H. Jiang 

et al. passively monitor TCP flows in the middle of a link equidistance from the source and 

destination. They measure the round-trip delay from the SYN packet to the respective ACK 

packet within the TCP handshake and identify the TCP connection from a unidirectional flow. 

Moreover, they indicate that by measuring exactly in the mid-point between the source and 

destination, measurements provide accurate estimations of the round-trip delay. Lastly, they 

compare delays experienced during day time between Asia and North America and concluded 

that Asia encounters higher round-trip delays. However, major drawbacks encountered by all 

these research included estimating round-trip delays, identifying which packets belonged to a 

particular TCP flow, and complications are introduced due to lost, or reordered TCP segments 

or due to segments which bypass the monitoring host by taking a different path during the 

TCP handshake.  

Active hardware-based monitoring at the client gateway.  

In [22] and [23], Srikanth Sundaresan et al. employed active hardware-based measurement 

probes through the use of BISMark platform in order to study the throughput and delay of 

access network links and to compare the outcome with the  publicly available results generated 

by SamKnows. Experiments were conducted across several ISPs within the United States with 

the main purpose to analyse ISPs’ traffic shaping policies. In short, both SamKnows and 

BISMark use special routers to measure volunteers’ home network from behind the network 
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gateway. Through such hardware both employed continuous active probing measurement and 

target well-provisioned M-Lab servers in order to periodically measure broadband 

performance such as: delay, packet loss, throughput and jitter. Lastly, both measurements 

preformed enabled UDP-based or ICMP-based measurements to measure the network delay 

and packet loss while TCP is used to measure throughput.  Alternatively, BISMark provides 

an optional passive measurement technique which is available only through volunteers’ 

consent. Both [22] and [23] investigated performance within WAN; however, issues with 

hardware costs, network resource constraints, and complicated strategies to maintain and 

manage devices remotely.  

Passive monitoring at the network core (ISP).  

In [24], G. Maier et al. employed a passive measurement technique to investigate a WAN by 

utilizing a European ISP as a vantage point. They managed to analyse d packet-level traces 

generated from over 20,000 DSL network access customers. Evaluations were made on: 

session duration, applications used, TCP performance and using TCP handshake to determine 

the network delay, as well as to determine performance characteristics of DSL broadband 

network access links. The results indicated that DSL links (from the resident’s gateway to the 

ISP’s gateway) often incur higher latency in comparison to over the WAN path (from the ISP’s 

gateway to a remote device). However, such links are often not the source of bottlenecks 

during bulk data transfer. Lastly, HTTP traffic was the dominant traffic over DSL broadband 

network in 2013. However, user traffic doesn’t consistently infiltrate the user’s access network 

connection; hence, measurements which are carried out at an ISP/s, such as [24], are unable 

to measure the true performance which customers actually experience from them due to the 

lack of active measurements or a vantage point from within home networks.  

Active monitoring from several ISP servers using ICMP-based and TCP-based 

measurements. 

In [25], the M. Dischinger et al. characterised residential broadband networks through active 

probing of access links from ISP servers in Europe and North America. The study investigated 

bandwidth, throughput, delay, jitter, and packet loss by transmitting only ICMP and TCP ACK 

packets. Notably, probing each fixed server enabled to characterise several access links. 

However, this technique introduces the disadvantage of inaccurate or inconsistent 

measurements may be caused by the long distances between the servers and the measured 

access networks. Moreover, identifying between access network performance and end-to-end 

path performance is complex.  
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3 Methodology and Methods: TCPBased Network 
Measurement Approach 

 

In this chapter we introduce the network traffic monitoring methodology employed in this 

thesis. Subsequently, the examined and unexamined factors which influence the delay when 

requesting and retrieving a web resource are discussed. This is followed by the analysis and 

sampling techniques utilized, time synchronization concerns, and existing network tools that 

we utilized. 

Essentially, for this thesis, a web client process, a web server process, and the socket-to-socket 

communication between them are required to automate the web request-reply procedure. In 

addition to this, packet monitoring at an end device allows to view packet transactions within 

such socket-to-socket communication. To recap, the type of data request-response between 

web client and server processes takes the structure of an HTTP session. Fundamentally, an 

HTTP request initiates a socket-to-socket communication in the form of a TCP flow consisting 

of: TCP connection setup, data transfer, and TCP connection termination. Since the 

motivation consist of carrying out TCP in-protocol analysis, such TCP flow phases are 

subjected to evaluation which ultimately determines the sources of delays encountered during 

web request-reply procedures [5]. 

 

3.1 Network Traffic Measurement Approach 

The type of network monitoring approach we use is a software-based measurement 

technique. This is due to using custom Python scripts residing within the user space of an end 

device to instigate TCP flows while simultaneously capturing and processing outgoing and 

incoming HTTP-specific traffic. Through such technique this research employs the following 

network traffic measurement methodologies: 

Active measurement: A set of HTTP requests are sequentially initiated by a client end 

device which serve as probes to instigate TCP flows with a web server. This enables 

observations of how HTTP traffic is handled within the network. Ultimately, active 

measurement is chosen to acquire ease of control and regularity over sampling purposes as 

well as to be able to extract statistical properties accurately.   

TCP protocol analysis: Since TCP manages the communication between a client and web 

server processes, TCP in-protocol analysis is employed to provide a better understanding of 

the delays experienced when the HTTP traffic traversed the network. Hence, the timestamp 

and important parameters related to the TCP header are extracted from each experiment-

related packets during traffic monitoring. 
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End monitoring: Packet monitoring is situated at a client end device, and (where control 

over both ends of a connection is possible) packet monitoring also resides within both client 

and server end devices simultaneously. Additionally, packet monitoring enabled to collect 

traversing packets to/from an Ethernet interface. The reason for monitoring at an end device 

is to be able to view all outgoing and incoming packets pertaining to the experiment-related 

HTTP traffic. Moreover, end monitoring eliminates all issues encountered when monitoring 

from the network core as previous researchers in [20] and [21] have identified.  

WAN traffic measurement: The distance between communicating end devices spans over 

regional and worldwide territories in order observe the delay across different distances and 

intermediate networks. 

Offline analysis: Traces containing each packet’s timestamp and relevant TCP header 

details from a specific TCP flow are obtained from the end monitoring setup. Through these 

traces, specific measurements are extracted to carry out statistical analysis for this research. 

Offline analysis prevents the need to carry out intensive extraction of measurements which 

would have slowed down the flow of the monitoring setup due to excessive load processing. 

 

3.2 Observations 

Several issues are acknowledged as influencing the delay during a web browsing. The key 

observation is the delay experienced during a web request-reply procedure; hence, the 

following describes which factors influencing such delay are examined for this research. Other 

unexamined factors affecting the delay encountered during the rest of a web browsing 

operation are also mentioned. 

3.2.1 Examined Factors Influencing Delay when retrieving Web pages 

Network delay. This determines the time it takes a packet to traverse the intermediate 

network between two end devices. Various elements are affected by the network delay. Of 

which, the total round-trip delay including one-way delay are observed at an end device 

involved in an experiment. Comparisons are made between network delay observed at a client 

device only, as opposed to network delay observed at both the client and server devices. Hence, 

where possible one-way delay is implemented to understand any asymmetric routing paths. 

Moreover, for round-trip delay observations, both ICMP and TCP protocols are investigated 

to understand differences between RTT reported by each protocol. In this case, the TCP 

protocol measures the round-trip delay through the TCP handshake, and the TCP teardown 

separately. Comparisons are also carried out between the TCP handshake, and the TCP 

teardown of a particular experiment.  
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End host processing delay. This is considered as the time taken for an end host to respond 

back. This processing time depends on the load at that end device. When experiments involve 

control over both client and server devices together, the processing delay is also observed at 

both ends to understand the influence of this particular delay over the network delay. 

Furthermore, the load at end devices could also be influenced by the time of day; hence 

repeated experiments are performed during various dates and times for further analysis. 

Data transfer time. The HTTP reply is used to transfer data which consists of the whole 

requested web resource and the HTTP reply header details. Hence, the data transfer delay is 

measured as the time an entire HTTP reply takes to be sent by the server (from the first data 

packet to the last data packet) as perceived by the server and the time a HTTP reply takes to 

be completely received by the client as perceived by the client. Since the TCP protocol divides 

data into segments and regulates the rate of data transmission according to the receiver and 

network conditions, the size of a web resource is influential. Hence, the data transfer time 

observed from a TCP flow of a particular number of packets is evaluated. 

Perceived lost packets during transfer time. The number of lost packets during a data 

transfer as perceived by an end host is also inspected in order to explain causes for the data 

transfer delay. 

 

3.2.2 Unexamined Factors 

Redirection delay. This is the time taken for an HTTP request to a web server to be 

redirected to another URL. The chosen live websites consisting of a web document retrieved 

for the experiments do not consist of any HTTP redirection events. Hence such events are 

avoided during this research. Though with control of a device acting as a server, such events 

are absent. 

DNS lookup delay. This is the time it takes a web client to map a URL to an IP address of 

a server. In the case of requesting web resources from real servers, the DNS lookup time is 

perceived as insignificant since the mapping of a URL to an IP address of a server is assumed 

to be usually cached after constant requests to the same web resource are made. When having 

control over the server, the server’s IP and port addresses are implicitly provided to the client 

web process. 

Browser delay. This is identified as the time it takes a web browser to render a partially or 

completely retrieved web resource. In this research, rendering of a web resource is not a 

concern since it does not influence the overall TCP flow delay. 

Network queuing delay. This is the time a packet resides in the queue of intermediate 

devices on the path between a client and server devices. For simplicity reasons, this delay is 
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not separately measured; however, it is acknowledged that such delay influences the delay 

experienced during different phases of a web request-reply procedure. 

Congestion control delay. This is considered as the delay introduced by the type of TCP 

congestion control algorithm used to heed network congestion. We exclude measuring the 

performance analysis of the TCP congestion control algorithm for simplicity purposes. 

 

3.3 Analysis Technique 

In the following section we discuss the measurement extraction, measurement data 

aggregation, and mathematical analysis which are carried out to determine the performance 

of the network under observation.  

 Singletons, Samples and Statistics 

According to RFC 2330 [26], the network performance metrics discussed in Chapter 2 for this 

research are categorized as separate singleton metrics. Such metrics are identified as being 

atomic and related to a single observation of an instance within a traffic flow. 

Moreover, a sample metric is derived from a collection of one type of singleton measurement. 

This sample defines the number of the same type of singleton delay instances over a time 

period [26]. In this research, a collective set of each of the previously mentioned metrics are 

identified respectively as a sample metric. Each sample metric is extracted from a sample 

number of TCP flows. Initially, repeated experiments each consisting of a diverse amount of 

TCP flows are conducted for this research. After the resulting round-trip delay per sample size 

is analysed, it is decided to generate TCP flow sample size of approximately half an hour to an 

hour’s worth of measurements for each experiment. The time interval between the end of a 

TCP flow and the consecutive one is 1 second as indicated in Figure 3 below. Both the sample 

size and the choice to generate successive TCP flows rather than in parallel is preferred to 

avoid overloading the network while at the same time acquire a sufficient sample size which 

gives an insight of how HTTP traffic is handled within a network. 

Lastly, statistical metrics are computed from the generated sample metrics in order to further 

evaluate the end-to-end network performance between two communicating end devices when 

retrieving a web resource [26].  

 Sampling 

As the figure below illustrates, for this research, sampling is done periodically with a fixed 

time interval of 1 second between each singleton measurement. As RFC 2330 points out, this 

method presents some drawbacks since results may be influenced by periodic behaviours 
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within a network; hence, results may reflect a periodic pattern. As a result, network 

components may briefly improve their behaviour in anticipation of the network probe 

experiments thus leading to biased results. 

However, RFC 3432 [27] reveals that measurements of: delay variation, sequential packet 

loss, packet reordering, and other network atypical events are sensitive to the frequency of 

sampling. Moreover, a constant time interval between sampling simplifies analysis when 

network abnormalities vary over time. 

With the aim to diminish the negative effects of periodic sampling mentioned above, the 

constant sampling frequency employed by this research has random start times. As depicted 

by Figure 3 below, this means that the interval between the start of an experiment consisting 

of a sample number of TCP flows and the same consecutively repeated experiment ranged 

from a few hours to several days. Additionally, the sampling duration is limited to a short 

quantity as previously explained. As a result, the short amount of traffic generated by the setup 

avoided putting a strain on the network resources in order to prevent it from affecting the 

performance of other traffic in the network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Sampling size and sampling frequency for the same repeated 

experiments. 

 Timing Concerns 

In this thesis, the timestamps are in the form of epoch time in seconds while the delay is 

measured in milliseconds. When measuring delay, it is imperative to understand the level of 

accuracy of the results which emerges from clock uncertainty. Hence, the notions that arise 

from timing issues [16] are highlighted successively. 

Offset: The difference between the time reported by a device’s clock and the actual time of 

defined by Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). 
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Synchronization: This describes how simultaneous the time of two system clocks is. Two 

system clocks are identified as synchronous if the difference between their reported time is 

zero. 

Accuracy: This is identified by the absolute value of the offset; hence, how much a clock 

agrees with the time zone. A clock is defined as being accurate when its offset is zero. 

Skew: This term is used to describe two system clocks which are not synchronized. The 

skewness of a clock from another is the time difference reported between the two clocks. 

Drift: Due to changes in the surrounding environment (for example as a cause of temperature 

variation), a clock may gain or lose a fraction of a millisecond per hour. Hence, clock drift is 

the change of the timing speed within the same clock. 

Available clock synchronization solutions exist to permit devices to give, to some extent, 

accurate timing; however, such practices still produce some inaccuracy as perfect clock 

synchronization is nearly impossible. In this research, the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [28] 

synchronization technique is employed. This protocol represents a stratified design of a chain 

of devices consulting one another to synchronize their clock. The top layer devices are usually 

synchronized to an external atomic clock or a GPS receiver. These devices then become NTP 

servers to other client devices which synchronize their clocks with such servers and so on and 

so forth. Furthermore, the NTP protocol requires manual configuration of an NTP server 

along with a list of peers for the protocol to decide which to choose from for synchronization 

purposes. The NTP synchronization operation offers a smooth transition when adjusting the 

clock time of a client device to that indicated by a NTP server. This is provided by modifying 

the clock tick by adding or reducing the time difference as opposed to stopping the clock and 

resetting it to the new time. In particular, the quality of the intermediate network connection 

between a NTP client and NTP server reflects the accuracy of clock synchronization, where 

good quality provides an approximation of 2 milliseconds of accuracy [28]. 

3.4 Referenced Network Tools 

The following describes existing network tools which are utilized for in this research. In short, 

the ping tool is employed to compare its recorded measurements to the results obtained from 

measurements within TCP flows. Additionally, the tcpdump tool is utilized to carry out sanity 

checks by comparing the traces generated by this research’s implementation to the respective 

traces recorded by tcpdump. 
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 Ping 

One popular network delay measurement utility is ping. It is implemented in the majority of 

the operating systems and it determines: round-trip delay, host connectivity to the network. 

As illustrated by Figure 4, ping makes use of the ICMP protocol to probe the network from a 

source host. Upon receiving such ICMP packet, the destination host replies with an ICMP 

packet to the same source host. Thus, the round-trip delay is calculated from timestamps of 

ICMP packet pairs, and each ICMP packet’s sequence number. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Ping operation using ICMP protocol. 

However, ping presents some drawbacks during measurements. ICMP packets are generated 

and treated at the network layer of the TCP/IP protocol stack (see Figure 1) or by a device’s 

network card. Hence, this means that ICMP packets are treated differently than Application 

layer protocol traffic (such as HTTP) and thus ICMP measurements do not reflect the nature 

of packet processing at an end host. Moreover, intermediate network devices such as routers 

may use a priority or rate limiting features to control the rate of outgoing or incoming traffic; 

hence, low priority traffic such as ICMP packets are susceptible to being dropped during 

transfer. End hosts may also drop incoming ICMP traffic for security purposes [29].  

  Tcpdump 

Although, tcpdump does not measure the network performance, is a very popular packet 

analyser. As a command-line packet sniffer, tcpdump enables to capture and parse outgoing 

and incoming TCP/IP and non-TCP/IP packets from the end host in which it resides in. 

Hence, tcpdump displays captured packets’ header information along with timestamp 

information. This sniffing capability is possible through the libpcap library (which is discussed 

further in Chapter 4). However, considerable drawbacks are uncovered when using tcpdump: 

if the output is stored to a file for future offline analysis, the resulting size of the file is large. 

Moreover, since tcpdump is run from command line it demands manual operation without a 

user friendly interface. Lastly, since it only provides a view of the outgoing and incoming 

packets at an end device, network performance analysis is carried out through other external 

tools [30] [31]. 
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4 TCPBased Network Monitoring Implementation and 
Experiments 

 

In this chapter, we explain the implementation of the TCP-based measurement setup. The 

HTTP client and server modules are explained followed by details on the custom low-level raw 

packet capturing and processing module. Consequently, a description of the extracted 

parameters from raw packets is given along with the RTT measurements within TCP flows. 

This chapter concludes by describing the scenarios in which the experiments are carried out. 

 

4.1 Outline of Setup 

The high-level implementation design which enabled TCP-based network measurement 

analysis is described by the successive Figure 5. As outlined by Figure 5, the setup at a 

controlled end device contains:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Highlevel implementation design. 
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 a custom web application process which we use either to generate HTTP requests (in 

case of a client host) or to generate HTTP replies to handle HTTP requests (in case of 

a server); 

 a packet capture and processing module to sniff raw TCP flow packets generated from 

HTTP sessions and stores them as traces to a log; 

 a log which keeps the generated traces; 

 and an offline analysis module which extracts delay measurements from a trace and 

produces relevant statistics. 

The subsequent sections give a background of the purpose of each module and explains in 

detail each module’s setup. 

 

4.2 Web Client/Server Setup 

The concept behind this thesis is to automate HTTP traffic in a real environment in order to 

observe real world scenarios. Therefore, this eliminates any inaccurate measurements or 

omitted network characteristics that emerge from a simulated and controlled environments. 

Fundamentally, an HTTP request is programmatically initiated from a web client process. 

This causes a TCP flow which allows this web client process to communicate with the intended 

web server to retrieve a web resource.  After this TCP flow is complete, the same web client 

process re-launches the same HTTP request to the same web server hosting the intended web 

resource. This whole cycle is sequentially repeated for a predefined number of times to 

generate a sufficient sample of TCP flows.  

Originally, implementation of a web client process is developed to initiate TCP flows and to 

monitor the resulting outgoing and incoming HTTP traffic. In this case, on the opposite end 

of the connection, real web servers are utilized and existing live websites are requested from 

them. However, due to inconclusive results, it is necessary to have control over the server 

device in order to monitor the relevant traffic from the server’s end as well. Hence, 

implementation over the CheesePi testbed situated across Sweden is employed to have control 

over both devices residing on opposite ends of the client/server communication. 

Additionally, Raspberry Pis running a Debian GNU/Linux 7.9 distribution are utilized to host 

a web client or a web server process. Since CheesePi is implemented in Python language; 

hence, Python libraries are employed to implement web client/server processes at the 

Application layer of the TCP/IP stack [32]. Consequently, the results reflect realistic end host 

kernel operations, since the TCP/IP network stack functionality isn’t emulated.  

Figure 6 details the web client and server implementation and the resulting socket-to-socket 

communication procedure. Initially, packet monitoring supplied through a packet capture 

module is initialized on an end device. A detailed discussion regarding this packet capture 
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module’s implementation is given in the following subsection. For now, the client’s and web 

server’s implementation are discussed.  

Web server process implementation. With control over a server device, the custom 

HTTP server module handles incoming HTTP requests and returns HTTP replies at the 

Application layer. This is developed through Python’s built-in HTTPServer module [33]. The 

functionality for this HTTP server module provides means to: initialize a socket, to bind it to 

a specified TCP port, to passively listen for incoming connection requests to this socket’s 

address, and to accept TCP connection establishment. Notably, TCP connection establishment 

and TCP teardown are managed by the underlying kernel space of the server’s device. Upon a 

received HTTP request, this is dispatched to a custom HTTP request handler which fetches 

the web resource, generates an HTTP reply and transmits it to the client.  

Web client process implementation. On the other hand, requests Python library [34] is 

employed to invoke HTTP request from a client device at the Application layer. A URL address 

is implicitly supplied and the requests library automatically enforces a HTTP request to be 

created and socket spawning on the client device. Again, TCP connection establishment, and 

TCP teardown are automatically resolved by the underlying kernel space. An HTTP request is 

repeatedly initiated for a defined number of times. 
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Figure 6 Web Client/Server socket system calls over a TCP connection. 
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4.3 Packet Capturing and Processing Module 

 After discussing the web client and server processes’ implementation, this section gives a 

detailed insight on the general packet capture mechanism. This is followed by an explanation 

of the custom packet capturing and processing module’s implementation developed for this 

dissertation. 

Fundamentally, the term packet capture or sniffer is used to describe the procedure for 

collecting packets from the network card before being treated by the operating system in the 

kernel space. This is possible through is a packet capture module which is a system-

independent software library that enables low-level access to captured packets from the 

network card. 

 

Figure 7 Highlevel view of components concerned with packet capturing. [35] 

 

By referencing Figure 7, on wired access networks the purpose of a device’s network card is to 

transmit Ethernet frames onto the network or to receive Ethernet frames intended for that 

end device. Upon encountering an incoming Ethernet frame, the network card notifies the 

system’s network driver card which proceeds to timestamp the packet to a microsecond 

precision and copies it to memory in the kernel space. Subsequently, the driver card performs 

decisions on the packet type and forwards it to the correct protocol handler within the TCP/IP 

stack. From then on, the packet is unassembled by each protocol layer (as outlined in Figure 

1) until the data is pushed to the Application layer and processed by the appropriate user-level 

application. Notably, the reverse procedure occurs for outgoing packets when data is 

transmitted from a user level process [35].  

However when a sniffer is employed, apart from performing the previously described 

operations, the driver card also transmits a copy of the incoming or outgoing Ethernet frame 

to a packet filter module residing within the kernel space. Lastly, within the user space, the 
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packet capture library is utilized to enable interaction between this packet filter feature and a 

packet processing module [35].  

Packet capture and processing module. For this research, libpcap [30] (which is 

written in C programming language) is the existing packet capture library utilized to capture 

packets from an Ethernet interface. Since CheesePi’s implementation is written in Python 

language, it is necessary to have a Python wrapper for libpcap which allowed Python-written 

modules to interact with the libpcap library. Therefore, a Python wrapper of libpcap called 

pylibpcap [36] is utilized.   

Through pylibpcap library, we developed a custom packet capture and processing module to 

provide means for an end device to: 

 start sniffing on a particular local network interface and local socket address, 

 to only capture outgoing and incoming packets belonging to a specific socket-to-socket 

communication, 

 to process the header information and timestamp of each captured packet, 

 to aggregate the processed information belonging to one particular HTTP session,  

 to store each TCP flow’s aggregated packets to a log, 

 and to end sniffing once an experiment ends (consisting of multiple HTTP sessions) 

between a web client and server processes. 

 

Figure 8 logically depicts the implementation for the custom packet capture and processing 

module generated for this research to capture and process packets. In the case where the client 

and server devices are both accessible during an experiment, each device containes an 

individual packet capture and processing module; on the other hand, when only the client 

device is accessible, only the client device utilizes the packet capture and processing module. 
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Figure 8 Lowlevel logic of the custom module in charge of raw packet 

processing, and HTTP session logging. 
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Now that the implementation for both the web client and server processes, and packet capture 

and processing module have been described extensively, the following section explains what 

the output of log consists of at a monitoring end device. 

 

4.4 TCP Flow Logging and Key Packet Parameters 

The resulting sampling output of an experiment generated by the packet capture and 

processing module is identified as a trace. Furthermore, a trace consists of a collection of TCP 

flows pertaining to a set of repeated HTTP sessions between a client and a server in an 

experiment. Each TCP flow is composed from its respective exchanged packets. Additionally, 

only specific packet header and timestamp information is stored for each one of those packets. 

Hence, the resulting trace takes the form of a list of packet parameters, as can be observed by 

Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 Excerpt of an HTTP session trace containing the extracted parameters 

of the first three packets. 

 

Therefore, such packet parameters are extracted to distinguish: between TCP flows, and 

between packets within a TCP flow in order to derive network performance measurements. 

Notably, the timestamp relies upon the accuracy of the operating system; in our case, the 

system clock of each Raspberry Pi is synchronized through Swedish NTP servers. 

Furthermore, by extracting selective information from each packet, the resulting output data 

generates less storage size than tcpdump does for the same experiment. Table 3 explains the 

reason why each parameter listed in Figure 9 is extracted from each packet.  

[{"src_port": 55272, "seq": 1708584079, "ack": 0, "dst_add": "193.10.67.222", 

"src_add": "193.10.66.4", "epoch": 1459433328.340695, "dst_port": 9000,  

"delta": 0.0, "rcv_window": 29200, "type": " SYN"},  

 

{"src_port": 9000, "seq": 511663200, "ack": 1708584080, "dst_add": "193.10.66.4", 

"src_add": "193.10.67.222", "epoch": 1459433328.341407, "dst_port": 55272, 

"delta": 0.0007121562957763672, "rcv_window": 28960, "type": " SYN ACK"},  

 

{"src_port": 55272, "seq": 1708584080, "ack": 511663201, "dst_add": 

"193.10.67.222", "src_add": "193.10.66.4", "epoch": 1459433328.342918, 

"dst_port": 9000, "delta": 0.0022230148315429688, "rcv_window": 457,  

"type": " ACK"}, ...] 
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Table 3 Key packet parameters extracted from each raw packet. 

Packet Parameters Explanation 

epoch 
The system clock’s timestamp of each packet allows to calculate 
the duration between one packet and the other. 

delta 
The time of current packet since ‘SYN’ packet was received for 
current HTTP session. 

src_add dst_add 
Client and server hosts’ address enables to distinguish between 
incoming and outgoing packets. 

src_port dst_port Client and server processes’ address enables further filtering. 

type 
The type of packet enables to identify the TCP phase the packet 
resides in. 

seq 
The sequence number of a packet determines any packet 
reordering events. 

ack 
The acknowledgement number of a packet determines any 
packet retransmission events due to perceived packet loss. 

rcv_window 
The size of the receiver window enables further analysis of the 
flow control and identifying congestion on the network. 

 

After giving an explanation of what is actually stored and for which purpose, we now present 

a detailed description of the accomplished analysis on each TCP flow in an experiment which 

is made possible through the extracted key packet parameters. 

 

4.5 Offline Analysis of TCP Flows 

During offline analysis of a trace, particular interest is given to the different phases 

encountered within a TCP flow present in each HTTP session. Again, offline analysis is carried 

out through Python scripts which extracts the delay measurements from each TCP flow phase 

and produces relevant statistics. From each extracted TCP flow phase, further evaluations is 

carried out to determine: network delay, end host processing delay, data transfer delay, and 

perceived packet loss. Therefore, the following describes the metrics which are measured from 

each TCP phase as observed from each end of the connection individually. 
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 TCP Handshake 

As Figure 10 illustrates, from the client end of the connection, the TCP handshake RTT is 

calculated as the duration between the outgoing SYN packet until the incoming SYNACK as 

seen by the clientside. However, when control over both end devices is possible, this 

measurement excludes the server processing time as perceived by the serverside. The 

resulting delay measurement gives a RTT duration across the network without any end host 

processing time. Again when control over both end devices is possible, the server-side TCP 

handshake duration is possible. This measurement starts from the outgoing SYNACK packet 

until the incoming ACK packet as seen by the server end device excluding the opposite end’s 

processing time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Clientside and serverside TCP handshake RTT including end host 

processing delay. 

 

As Figure 10 depicts, several possible delays are identified during a TCP handshake when 

evaluating the network delay; these consist of: 

Round-trip delay: 

 Client’s partial handshake RTT including server processing delay. This is 

the partial TCP handshake RTT as perceived by the client which is composed of the 

elapsed time between the outgoing SYN packet until the incoming SYN ACK packet as 

seen by the client and includes the server processing delay during this RTT. This 

measurement is beneficial since it gives an insight of the whole RTT duration 

encountered during a half open TCP connection. Moreover, by comparing this 

measurement to the ICMP RTT acquired from the same experiment, the resulting RTT 

delays reflect how the TCP and ICMP traffic are treated.  

 

 Client’s partial handshake RTT excluding server processing delay. When 

control over both end devices is possible, the client’s handshake RTT measurement 
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excludes the server processing time. The advantage gained from this measurement is 

to analyse the time a partial TCP handshake takes purely due to the network delay 

encountered during this operation. 

 

 Server’s partial handshake RTT excluding client processing delay. Similar 

to the previous RTT measurement, this is the RTT measurement as measured from the 

server when control over the server is available excluding the client’s processing delay. 

Hence, from the server’s perspective, it is the duration between an outgoing SYN ACK 

packet and the respective incoming ACK packet without client processing delay. Such 

measurement enables to give a better understanding of any differences encountered 

during the first half and the last half of the TCP handshake purely due to the network 

RTT delay.   

 

One-way delay: 

 Client’s outgoing SYN packet delay against client’s incoming SYN ACK 

packet delay. The duration of the SYN packet as it is transmitted from the client to 

the server gives the one-way delay of the forward path as seen by the client. On the 

contrary, the duration of the incoming SYN ACK packet sent from the server to the 

client gives the one-way delay of the reverse path as identified by the client. The 

comparison between these two measurements identifies route path asymmetries 

within the intermediate network. Several reasons cause route path asymmetries such 

as: load balancing per packet or per flow, or length in hops of the forward path differs 

from that of the reverse path. 

 

End host processing delay: 

 Client processing delay against server processing delay during TCP 

handshake. As already explained this is the processing delay which is generated by 

both client and server devices during the TCP handshake. Additionally, this 

measurement is calculated when control over the server device is possible. Ultimately, 

this measurement provides an insight of the kernel’s decision and processing 

mechanisms on each of the end devices during a TCP handshake. 

 

 Data Transfer  

The subsequent TCP phase which is analysed is composed of the data transfer. As identified 

from Figure 11, the causes of delays encountered when measuring during this phase consist 

of:  
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Figure 11 Clientside and serverside data transfer delay. 

 

Data transfer delay:  

 Data transfer delay as observed from the client and as observed from the 

server. Both server and client observations of the data transfer delay consist of the 

time elapsed from the first data packet transmitted/received until the last data packet 

transmitted/received by the server and the client respectively (when control over the 

server device is possible). The advantage from measuring such delay gives a 

perspective of the delay that the network experiences during bursts of HTTP data 

traffic after TCP connection setup. Comparisons between the reported client and 

server data transfer delay reveals how stable a network is under bursts of load and 

therefore reveals any network congestion present during an experiment. 

 

Perceived packet loss: 

 Packet loss during data transfer delay as observed from the client and as 

observed from the server. The packet loss measurement gives the number of data 

packets lost during data transmission as identified by the client-side as well as the 

server-side. Although this measurement does not calculate the delay, it influences the 

delay experienced during data transfer. Moreover, comparisons of the recorded 

number of data packets lost between the client and the server analysis further 

concludes whether client-side analysis identified true packet loss. Otherwise, 

registered packet loss calculated through client-side analysis could be caused due to 

arriving out of order. Out of order packets misinterpreted as being lost might occur 

when they are subjected to higher delays than the respective successive packets that 

are received before them. 
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 TCP Teardown  

Similar to the TCP handshake duration delay observations, the last TCP phase evaluated is the 
TCP teardown. As depicted by Figure 12, during this phase we observe:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12  Clientside and serverside TCP teardown RTT. 

 

Round-trip delay: 

 Client’s partial teardown RTT including server processing delay. 

Comparable to the client’s partial handshake measurement, this teardown RTT 

measurement consists of the duration between sent FIN packet and the respective 

receive FIN ACK packet at the client including the server processing delay. 

Comparisons between this measurement and the respective client’s partial handshake 

RTT including the server processing delay enables to give a better understanding of 

the network delay and the influence of the server’s kernel operations during these 

phases. 

 Client’s partial teardown RTT excluding server processing delay. By 

omitting the server processing delay from the previous client teardown RTT 

measurement, we benefit from an RTT delay which gives the duration that a partial 

TCP teardown takes purely due to the network delay. 

 

 Server’s partial teardown RTT excluding client processing delay. On the 

other hand, this measurement consists of the last half of the TCP teardown as observed 

from the server (i.e. the duration between the outgoing FIN ACK and incoming ACK) 

excluding the client processing delay. Such measurement gives an insight of the 

differences encountered during the first half and the last half of the TCP teardown 

purely due to the network RTT. It is also beneficial to understand the experienced 

durations between these two halves of RTT teardown measurements and their 

respective partial halves of handshake RTT measurements. The purpose behind this is 

to analyse whether the duration of half of TCP handshake influenced the duration of 

its respective half of the TCP teardown within the same TCP flow. 
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End host processing delay: 

 Client processing delay during TCP teardown. Measuring the server’s 

processing delay during the first half of the TCP teardown gave the possibility to 

further analyse the server’s kernel operation mechanism by comparing to the 

equivalent measurement that occurs during the first half of a TCP handshake. 

 

4.6 Experiment Scenarios 

 Now that we have explained the implemented setup and the TCP flow analysis, this section is 

dedicated to explaining the conducted experiments. Primarily, monitoring is executed only by 

the client device in order to acquire a simple picture of how the real world network 

performance behaves when measuring from one end device. This observation is further 

developed by varying distances between the client and server hosts across worldwide 

networks. This is necessary to analyse the effects imposed by the distance and different types 

of intermediate networks on the delay experienced when retrieving a web resource.   

After such experiments are evaluated, we monitor packets from both the client and the server 

hosts. Therefore, the CheesePi nodes are utilized to enable such end-to-end monitoring. As a 

result of the testbed’s location, the experiments which are conducted between such 

client/server nodes reflect the partial performance of Swedish Internet. With control over 

both the client and the server hosts it is possible to observe each TCP flow from both ends of 

a connection. This provides a more accurate analysis of the delay with additional 

measurements for advanced evaluations. In additon, experiments include varying the distance 

between the client and the server as well as conducting the same experiments at different 

times of a day. The purpose for such experiments is to interpret and compare the different 

measurements as perceived from both communicating end devices. Additionally, a 

comparison of each measurement affected by the distance and the time of day demonstrate a 

more informative evaluation with regards to a specific intermediate network’s performance.  

Hence, the successive details explain the scenarios in which HTTP traffic is introduced to 

analyse the delay performance of an intermediate network. 

 Location of TCP Flow Monitoring 

As previously discussed, TCP flow monitoring is carried out from different vantages points 

within a web client/server communication. In short monitoring is accomplished at: 
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 Clientend. Monitoring is only accomplished from the client device without 

acquiring any packet-level information from the server’s side, 

 Clientend and Serverend. Monitoring control is available on each respective end 

device participating in a client/server communication.  

 

Ultimately, by analysing the differences monitoring location, it provides an interpretation of 

how better it is to evaluate delays experienced within TCP flows when monitoring from both 

client and server devices as opposed to monitoring TCP flows only from the client device.  

 

 Geographical Measurements 

Clientend monitoring consists of Pitolandmark measurements. The client Pi is located on 

SICS’s network in Kista with an Ethernet interface connection, while the locations of the server 

landmarks are chosen at different distances around the world. 

 

Table 4 Landmarks located at different worldwide distances which are probed 

by a client host situated on SICS’s network in Kista. 

Landmark Institute Location Distance 

from Client 

(Hop 

number) 

Distance 

from Client 

(Kilometer

s) cheesepi.sics.se Swedish Institute 
of Technology 

Kista 1 ~0.01 

www.cam.ac.uk University of 
Cambridge 

Cambridge 20 1366.9 

sydney.edu.au University of 
Sydney 

Sydney 21 15614.2 

 

On the other hand, clientend together with serverend monitoring control are accomplished 

on the CheesePi testbed which is deployed across Sweden with an Ethernet interface 

connection on both ends. Hence, the PitoPi measurements are carried out from a client Pi 

located on SICS’s network in Kista to the following mentioned server Pis. 
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Table 5 Server Pis located at different national distances which are probed by a 

client host situated on SICS’s network in Kista. 

Experiment Institute Location 

Distance from 
Client (Hop 
number) 

Distance from 
Client 
(Kilometers) 

Time of 
Day 

KU 
Karlstad 
Universitet 

Karlstad 12 251.4 

Morning 

Afternoon 

Evening 

LTU 
Luleå 
Tekniska 
Universitet 

Luleå 13 720.7 
Morning 

Afternoon 

Evening 

 

 Web Resource Characteristics 

According to the structurebased classification [37] of web pages, the probed web pages hosted 

by landmarks and Pis are categorized as information pages. These web pages are commonly 

composed from: a logo at the top, a descriptive content, along with several links to other web 

pages. In particular, the selected web pages consist of client-side dynamic web content. Hence, 

the retrieved web pages’ objects in this observation contain several images with animated 

content supplied by the additional scripts which are retrieved together with the HTML 

document.  

The details related to each web page requested from a landmark or a server Pi are described 

subsequently. 

 

Table 6 Experiments’ web page size and content type. 

 

  

Experiment 
Web Resource Size 
(Kilobytes) 

(Kilobytes) cheesepi.sics.se 25 

www.cam.ac.uk 57.4 

sydney.edu.au 95.9 

KU 57.4 

LTU 57.4 
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5 Results and Evaluation 

After presenting the TCP flow analysis which are established according to each TCP flow phase 

as well as introducing the different experiment scenarios, we now proceed to discussing the 

generated results and interpretation of these results.  

Fundamentally, experiments are performed in a real world environment. In this chapter we 

organise the experiments into two major categories depending on the vantage point of the 

monitoring location: 

 

Monitoring at client only. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Monitoring at client-end only. 

As Figure 13 depicts, in these experiments we monitor the end-to-end communication 

generated from instigated TCP flows from the client device only. Hence, by observing 

incoming and outgoing traffic generated by injecting HTTP requests from the client device, 

we aim to quantify: the network delay (which includes the server processing delay), the data 

transfer delay, and the packets lost. In order to do so, we are interested in assessing the TCP 

flow phases (TCP handshake, data transfer, and TCP teardown) separately. Additionally, we 

investigate whether TCP-based analysis can be used to better characterise the network delay 

than ICMP-based analysis when monitoring at a client device only. 

In order to establish analysis on each TCP flow phase and ICMP request-reply flow, we 

instigate TCP and ICMP flows by executing geographical experiments to investigate how the 

characteristics of the ICMP request-reply, TCP handshake, data transfer, and TCP teardown 

differ according to the geographical distance. Therefore, we chose  distances at a regional, 

international, and intercontinental scales between a client located at Kista and respective real 

live web servers situated in Stockholm (regional), Cambridge (international), and Sydney 

(intercontinental). We then compare the TCP handshake duration of a geographical 

experiment to the ICMP echo-reply duration measured during the same experiment in order 

to determine how well TCP-based analysis can characterise the network delay when 

monitoring at a client device only. 
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After investigating the impact of monitoring from only the client device, we proceed to 

investigate how monitoring from both client and server devices enhances characterisation of 

the delay through TCP-based analysis. 

 

Monitoring at client and server. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14 End-to-end monitoring. 

As illustrated by Figure 14, we consequently monitor incoming and outgoing packets 

exchanged from both the client and the server devices. Again we aim to conduct TCP-based 

and ICMP-based analysis with the additional advantage of observing the end-to-end 

communication from both ends. From the collected traces we are not restricted to measure 

only the network delay, the data transfer delay and perceived number of data packets lost from 

both end devices, but we are now have the possibility to measure the end host processing 

delay, and one-way delay. The additional measurements enable us to identify the pure 

network delay without the effects of end host processing delay, to determine any route path 

asymmetries, and to confirm whether a data packet is lost or actually arrived at a higher delay 

than the successive one. Notably, all these measurements are accomplished from the 

previously outlined TCP phases discussed in subsection 4.5. Lastly, we compare three types of 

network delays measured from: the TCP handshake including end host processing delay, from 

the TCP handshake excluding the end host processing delay and from the ICMP request-reply 

flow. 

For the possibility to analyse the influences of monitoring from both end devices, we utilize 

the available CheesePi testbed in order to control both client and server devices. As a result of 

the scale of the testbed around Sweden, the geographical experiments varied at a regional 

proximity. Therefore, the experiments are conducted between a client in Kista to a server in 

Karlstad (KU) and to a server in Lulea (LTU). Moreover, the variation of the network’s 

behaviour was further observed by executing experiments during different times of a day. 
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5.1 Experiment Details 

The sample size is varied between 100, 1000, 3000 and 10,000 TCP flows. Comparison is 

made between the duration for such TCP flow transactions to complete, and between the 

analyses of sample metrics under observation. The objective is to have a short probing period 

with enough samples to capture the behaviour of the network during that time. This mitigates 

the previously mentioned periodic sampling issues as well as reducing the impact on the 

network resources. Hence, it is decided that 3000 HTTP requests to a landmark or server Pi 

probed from a client Pi residing within SICS in Kista would suffice for each particular 

experiment. Moreover, an experiment consisted of 3000 HTTP requests sequentially probing 

the network with a 1 second interval between the end of a TCP flow and the start of a 

subsequent one. Subsequently, network delay within the generated TCP flows is evaluated by 

disseminating each TCP flow to extract the necessary measurements per TCP phase. Tcpdump 

was initially used for sanity checks to verify whether the operations performed by the 

implementation are correct. The pinging between client and server devices run in parallel with 

each experiment for the purpose of TCP-based and ICMP-based round-trip delay comparison. 

Principally, the minimum encountered end-to-end network delay describes the processing, 

transmission, and propagation that a packet faces during transfer. Notably, other factors such 

as: intermediate host load, packet loss, network congestion, and route flapping could affect 

communication during packet exchange by causing an increase in delay. Hence, to have a 

better perspective of the sampled delay, each sample is represented in the form of a histogram 

or empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) as well as a set of statistics. Furthermore, 

in the presented results, the benchmark of each delay measurement sample is identified by 

the median due to the skewness of each respective sample’s distribution. From such data, we 

aim to find patterns within and between sample measurements specific to one client/server 

connection. 

Lastly, with regards to the TCP-based measurements, for all the traces that are captured, only 

complete TCP flows are analysed for simplicity purposes. A TCP flow is considered as complete 

when the captured TCP flow consists of a full TCP three-way handshake, total data transfer of 

a web resource which may include retransmitted data packets, and ends with a full TCP 

teardown. The purpose for this is to be able to extract measurements from these TCP phases 

for the analysis purposes. 

After having summed up the sampling of each experiment TCP-based and ICMP-based 

experiment, the representation of each sampled delay and the criteria of what is considered 

as a complete TCP flow for analysis, we now move on to present the results and evaluate them. 
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5.2 Monitoring at Client Device Only 

The first results that we present consist of monitoring a client/server communication from a 

client device only. Experiments consisted of injecting HTTP requests to existing landmarks 

from a Pi connected to SICS’s network in Kista. Experiments to the landmarks in Stockholm 

(regional) and Cambridge (international) were conducted on Monday 16th May at 10.00 a.m. 

according to Central European Summer Time (CEST) while the one to Sydney 

(intercontinental) was conducted on the same day at 10.00 a.m. according to the Australian 

Eastern Standard Time (AEST). Through such geographical experiments we wish to observe 

the difference in network characteristics across geographical distances. Therefore, we present 

the results by categorizing the sample measurements of such experiments under the relevant 

TCP phase analysis in the order of: TCP handshake, data transfer, and TCP teardown followed 

by comparing TCP-based and ICMP-based analysis. 

 

5.2.1 TCP Handshake 

In this section we extract the round-trip delay sample measurement from the TCP handshake. 

Figure 15, depicts the delay we are measuring. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15 Client’s partial handshake RTT including server processing delay. 

 

We use this measurement to characterize the network delay and we describe this sample 

measurement as a partial handshake RTT as seen by the client which includes the time 

elapsed between an outgoing SYN packet to an incoming SYN ACK packet including the server 

processing delay. 
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Table 7 Statistics pertaining to the 3000 partial handshake RTT sample in ms as 

per client Pi to landmark experiment. 

Experiment Min RTT Max RTT Mean Median 75 % Variance CoV 

Regional 0.31 6.17 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.03 0.37 

International 39.21 78.81 39.98 39.46 39.62 4.47 0.05 

Intercontinental 325.31 372.36 326.44 329.21 330.15 8.85 0.009 

 

Table 7 describes how much the observed RTT is influenced by the different distances between 

the client and server of each experiment. Further analysis pertaining to these statistics are 

discussed subsequently. Notably, the outcome of the following distributions describing the 

sampled RTTs depend on the topological and geographical distance between the client and 

the server as well as on the conditions of the network traversed. In this case, all three 

experiments seem to suggest that the intermediate network is stable due to the low variance 

as indicated by the table above. 

Regional Experiment 

In this experiment, the distance between the client device and the landmark consisted of one 

hop within SICS’s network. The partial handshake RTT histogram over such a short distance 

is shown by the subsequent figure. 

Figure 16 Histogram of 3000 partial handshake RTTs in ms between client Pi to 

cheesepi.sics.se with 0.01 ms bin width. 
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Typically, RTT histograms take the form of a gamma-like distribution with a heavy tail skewed 

to the right. The majority of the repeated experiments over time confirmed this. The minimum 

observed value is always greater than zero which shows the minimum RTT delay, illustrating 

the initial delays caused by the delay elements mentioned previously. The the majority of the 

observations are clustered around a peak which in turn defines the highest frequency of 

observations have that particular RTT delay. Usually, such delays are assumed to be caused 

by increasing loads in queues within intermediate hosts; however, for this regional experiment 

it was not the case since the client could reach the server at one hop. Therefore, it is possible 

that the delays higher than the minimum are caused by the end host processing time. After 

the peak, the histogram changes to a long tail describing a few outliers consisting of large RTTs 

which took longer to complete in comparison to the majority. Such delays are assumed to be 

caused by either higher congestion in the network, and/or by a higher load experienced by an 

end host which results to a longer processing duration in contrast to the majority of the 

observations.  

Owing to the short distance for this experiment, it took at least 0.31 ms for a SYN and a 

respective SYN ACK packets to traverse the network along with minimum processing done by 

the server according to Figure 16. The bulk handshake RTT delay ranged between 0.4 ms to 

0.473 ms, in fact 75% of this delay measurement occurred below 0.47 ms. However, the bulk 

of the observations was followed by an infrequent amount of RTT durations around 0.65 ms 

as indicated by the small peak. This delay could not have been caused by path switching since 

the server was directly reachable over one hop. Moreover, the maximum handshake RTT delay 

encountered during was 6.17 ms along with other long delays in between which generated a 

long tail. By observing the same sample metric from a trace of 3000 TCP flows captured on 

the 29th March which started at 3.00 pm, the same histogram shape was generated. 

Therefore, it is assumed that both network delay peaks and the long tail were caused by the 

varying traffic over the Ethernet connection during the busy hours of the day at SICS. It could 

also be caused by the server at SICS which operates with a virtual environment; hence, 

resulting to a small variation in delay and a long tail. 

Fundamentally, from this delay sample measurement we have described the properties of an 

RTT histogram specifically caused by a short network distance of one hop between the client 

and the server. As expected, the round-trip delay is a fraction of 1 ms as a result of such short 

communication distance. Now we advance to evaluating the network delay behaviour when 

the distance between the client and the server spans over two nearby countries. 

 

International Experiment 

The following experiment involved observing over 3000 partial handshake round-trip 

durations made between a client device in SICS’ network in Kista to a server at the University 
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of Cambridge’s network. The resulting distribution depicts the typical partial handshake RTT 

delay between a client in Kista and a server in Cambridge. 

 

 

Figure 17 Histogram of 3000 partial handshake RTTs in ms between Pi (client) 

to www.cambridge.ac.uk with 0.01 ms bin width. 

 

The partial handshake RTTs extracted from the trace between the two devices in this 

experiment generates a very common histogram for round-trip delay. Since the distance 

between the two devices is larger, the respective delay encountered is larger. The networks 

traversed by the SYN and SYN ACK packets consist of: 

 SUNET supplies high speed Internet access to academic institutes in Sweden, 

 NORDUnet is SUNET’s upstream network and connects Nordic research and 

academic institutes to the backbone of the Internet, 

 GÉANT connects European research and academic institutes together, 

 University of Cambridge’s network within which the server hosting 

www.cambridge.ac.uk resides. 

The minimum time it took two packet pairs to traverse the network along with server 

processing delay was 39.21 ms. Notably, the most frequent observations had an RTT delay 

http://www.cambridge.ac.uk/
http://www.cambridge.ac.uk/
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between 39.38 ms and 39.62 ms. By computing the standard deviation from the variance we 

find it to be 2.11 ms. Hence, from such a small standard deviation, we assume that the 

intermediate networks have a high speed and are well provisioned. The long delays which can 

partially be observed by Figure 17, are assumed to have occurred due to the load over the 

intermediate networks as well as due to the processing done by the server.  

Fundamentally, in this experiment the RTT network delay was much higher than as observed 

in the regional experiment since the client and server devices are separated by a higher 

geographical distance with a network distance of approximately 20 hops. However, it is 

assumed that the intermediate networks are very stable and transfer data at high speeds since 

the standard deviation is quite small. We use the coefficient of variation (CoV) which is the 

ratio of the standard deviation to the mean for both experiments in order to compare the 

degree of RTT dispersion between the two experiments. From such analysis we conclude that 

the international experiment with a CoV of 5% is less dispersed than the regional one which 

has a CoV of 37%. This shows that the international RTT network delay experiences more 

stability than the regional one even though the client in the latter experiments reaches the 

server in one hop. We then decide to evaluate the RTT characteristics when the distance 

between a client and a server spans across multiple continents.   

 

Intercontinental Experiment 

In the following we investigate the characteristics of the client’s TCP partial handshake RTT 

where the web request-reply experiment includes a client Pi situated in SICS’s network in 

Kista and a web server residing within the University of Sydney’ network. The resulting Figure 

18 displays a histogram with the evolution of delay as perceived by the client during a sample 

of 3000 TCP partial handshake RTT observations. 

In general, we used traceroute to identify different types of intermediate networks being 

traversed in the intercontinental experiment; these include: 

 SUNET,  

 NORDUnet, 

 Pacificwave which consists of the Internet backbone ISPs located in the United States. 

This wide area networking facility supplies research and academic networks located 

across the Pacific Rim and the world with peering and network exchange access where 

low level ISPs can allow access to one another’s networks and services, 

 AARNet which is located in Australia and which is a high speed network 

interconnecting research and academic institutes in Australia, 
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 University of Sydney’s network within which the server hosting 

 

Figure 18 CDF and Histogram of 3000 partial handshake RTTs in ms between Pi 

(client) to sydney.edu.au with 0.1 ms bin width. 

 

The resulting histogram of client’s partial handshake RTTs extracted from the 

intercontinental experiment is depicted by the Figure 18. This histogram depicts 6 peaks 

before the tail of the plot is encountered. It is assumed that due to the large distance between 

the client and server in this experiment, the intermediate nodes were affected by different 

loads caused by traffic traversing around the world. Hence, each peak might describe some 

intermediate nodes experiencing a variable queuing load, or congestion. Moreover, 

comparison was made with another sample of the same size for the same experiment with the 

condition that it was executed between 8:45 pm to 10:00 pm AEST on the 29th of March. The 

result seems to suggest that due to the time of day and different time zones, the RTT is widely 

influenced. The resulting histogram for the experiment conducted from 8:45 pm AEST 

indicated a slightly delay and larger variating load within the network as indicated by 12 RTT 

peaks and with the majority of the RTTs falling between 329 ms to 342 ms. Another 

assumption is path switching where a different path is used between one run and another in 

order to employ load balancing, hence a slightly longer route might have been taken which 

could also have caused the encountered RTT outliers. 
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Ultimately, the statistics outlined in Table 6 confirm that the distance influences the overall 

RTT as measured from the client’s partial TCP handshake; such that, the greater the distance 

is the longer the RTT delay is. Moreover, although geographical distances may differ 

abundantly, the network distance varies slightly by a few number of hops (As indicated in 

Chapter 4, Table 4). However, by calculating the CoV, we notice that the experiment with the 

highest geographical distance (i.e. intercontinental experiment) experiences the least amount 

of variability of RTT observations relative to the mean while the experiment with the least 

geographical distance (i.e. regional experiment), encounters the most amount of variability of 

RTT observations relative to the mean. This indicates that the geographical distance between 

a client and the server does not influence the stability of end-to-end communication since 

Internet backbone networks encountered at long geographical distances are generally well-

provisioned. 

On a completely different aspect, we proceed to evaluate the characteristics of the measured 

delay during the data transfer phase of each geographical experiment executed when 

monitoring is accomplished by the client device only. 

 

5.2.2 Data Transfer  

As described in Figure 19, for the following measurements, delay duration is measured 

between the first data packet until the last data packet received during an uncompressed web 

page transfer sent through an HTTP 1.1 reply, as seen by the client. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 Client’s data transfer delay. 
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Any ACK sent by the client after the last data packet is disregarded and considered as 

outstanding ACKs resulting from HTTP 1.1’s pipeline mechanism. Again, such a measurement 

was extracted from the same three traces which resulted from three experiments of 3000 TCP 

flows each between a client Pi to: cheesepi.sics.se (regional), www.cam.ac.uk (international), 

and sydney.edu.au (intercontinental) respectively. The following tables describe the statistics 

for this measurement calculated from each experiment, and the total number of packets that 

were lost out of each sample as perceived by the client. Additionally, statistics are further 

analysed by the successive discussions. 

 

Table 8 Statistics pertaining to the 3000 data transfer sample in ms as per client 

Pi to landmark experiment. 

Experiment Min RTT Max RTT Mean Median 75 % Variance CoV 

Regional 70.26 160.46 76.03 75.41 77.28 18.11 0.06 

International 80.38 248.12 107.73 101.31 125.38 537.66 0.22 

Intercontinental 653.18 2646.46 671.36 666.67 671.86 3777.53 0.09 

 

The statistics shown in Table 8 conform to what behaviours are expected of these experiments. 

The web transfer delay encountered is larger with larger distances. However, it important to 

note that for each experiment the web page sizes vary as well, where a larger web page size has 

a greater impact on the data transfer delay experienced. This is due to the segmentation of a 

web page into numerous packets for transmission. Hence, as a web page size increases, the 

total number of packets to be transmitted also increases. Moreover, with more packets 

traversing a network during an HTTP reply, such transfer is more susceptible to packet loss. 

When packet loss occurs, the server’s TCP protocol perceives this as caused by network 

congestion and thus reacts by lowering its data transfer rate, retransmits the missing packet 

and reduces the payload size of the subsequent packets to be transmitted. Hence, this 

increases the total number of data packets to be transferred which in turn causes the overall 

data transfer delay to be higher than when no network congestion and packet loss is 

encountered. 

Therefore, the following observations tabulated in Table 9 were made to expose any packet 

loss during the 3000 HTTP replies of each experiment. 
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Table 9 Minimum and maximum number of data packets received per one HTTP 

reply and total number of HTTP replies that lost one data packet as per client Pi 

to landmark experiment perceived from the client device. 

Experiment 
Min # of Data 

Packets per 

HTTP Reply 

Max # of Data 

Packets per 

HTTP Reply 

Total # of HTTP Replies that 

lost one data packet 

Regional 19 20 11 

International 42 42 5 

Intercontinental 69 73 10 

 

As indicated by Table 9, every HTTP reply that recorded a packet loss out of a total sample of 

3000 TCP flows, lost only one data packet each. Hence, within the regional experiment, 11 

HTTP replies each lost one data packet as perceived from the client. Meanwhile, 5 HTTP reply 

observations for the international experiment lost one data packet while the intercontinental 

experiment recorded 10 HTTP replies which lost one data packet. 

However, the results from Table 9 show different amounts of packets transmitted. This could 

have been caused by congestion over the network to which the TCP protocol at the server 

reacts by sending a smaller sized fragment of data at a lower data rate transmission; hence, 

resulting to an increased number of packets transmitted. Moreover, this could also have been 

caused by receiving duplicated data packets. In this case, their respective ACK packets could 

have been lost, which invokes the server’s TCP protocol to retransmit these packets since a 

positive acknowledgement for such packets was not received within an interval of time which 

causes duplicated data packets to be received. This could indicate forward or reverse path 

asymmetries where one of the paths experiences losses due to the buffer overflow at an 

intermediate host.  

We now observe the distribution of data transfer delay observations for each geographical 

experiment. 
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Regional Experiment 

 

 

Figure 20 Histogram of 3000 data transfer delay in ms between client Pi to 

cheesepi.sics.se with 0.3 ms bin width. 

 

By looking at Table 9, the regional experiment has experienced the highest amount of packet 

loss out of 3000 HTTP replies. By taking a closer look at the respective trace, each HTTP reply 

which experienced a data packet loss is located and the relative data transfer duration is 

measured. Hence, the resulting data transfer measurement for all the 11 packets that were lost 

fell within the range of 71.36 ms to 85.71 ms. As can be observed by Figure 20, such values 

approximately lay within the majority of the data transfer delay occurrences. The bulk of the 

outliers which occurred with such a huge delay are assumed to be caused due to the server 

processing delay and the link in between. Lastly, by comparing the CoV of the data transfer 

delay to the equivalent experiment’s partial handshake RTT, we note that the partial 

handshake experienced a higher variability of 37% during a SYN and SYN ACK exchange while 

the data transfer delay level of variation of the observations from the mean was 6%. It is 

unclear why the level of variation experienced in the client’s TCP partial handshake RTT is 

higher than the data transfer delay in the regional experiment; this could be caused by the 

virtual OS that the server in this experiment employs. Moreover, the virtualized OS of the 
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server could be responsible for the highly large delay to transfer approximately 19 data 

packets.  

We now move on to evaluate the characteristics of data transfer delay encountered during the 

international experiment. 

 

International Experiment 

 

Figure 21 CDF and 3000 data transfer handshake RTTs in ms between Pi (client) 

to www.cambridge.ac.uk with 1 ms bin width. 

 

As can be observed by Figure 21, the histogram indicates two clusters of data transfer delay. 

By taking a closer look at Table 8, the coefficient of variation indicates that standard deviation 

is 22% of the mean, which is quite high when compared to the coefficient of variation of the 

regional experiment (6%) and to the one for the intercontinental experiment (9%). One would 

expect to have a higher variation in data transfer delay caused by the large distance in between 

the client and server; however, this is not the case here. The large variation in delay could be 

caused by the network condition which seems to indicate a fluctuating level of congestion 
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during the time the HTTP replies were taking place, path switching, or caused by a large load 

on the server which caused highly variable processing time.  

Lastly, the trace with 3000 TCP flows for this experiment was consulted to identify the packet 

loss’ impact on the data transfer duration. The result shows that 1 of the packets lost occurred 

during the delay times of the first cluster, the second cluster experienced 2 lost packets in total 

while the rest occurred as part of the histogram’s tail. 

 

Intercontinental Experiment  

The measurements from the last experiment are depicted by the histogram shown in Figure 

22 below. Looking back at the partial handshake measurements for this experiment, the 

distribution indicates more stability where only the majority of the delays are within one 

cluster of data points. The plot describes that most of the HTTP replies (around 175) take 

657.26 ms of delay to transfer the whole web page.  

 

Figure 22 Histogram of 3000 data transfer delay in ms between client Pi to 

sydney.edu.au with 1 ms bin width. 

In the end, the TCP flows which encountered a lost packet were investigate by consulting the 

relevant trace. This concluded that 7 packets were lost within HTTP replies that took between 
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667 ms to 695 ms to be transferred. The three others packets that were lost account for three 

outliers located at the tail of the histogram. However, the maximum data transfer delay which 

took 2646.46 ms was not caused by a packet loss which is assumed to have occurred due to 

some congestion within the network. Therefore, we should note that 75% of the data transfer 

delay observations, which took below 671.86 ms delay, were not influenced by lost packets. 

Additionally, the data transfer delay observations experienced a higher CoV with 9% variation 

in comparison to the client’s TCP partial handshake RTT of the same experiment. This is 

expected since during data transfer the TCP protocol transmits a bulk of data packets at a time 

without violating the TCP flow and congestion control algorithms. Hence, some higher level 

of delay variation during data transfer is normal due to queuing. However, it is important to 

note that although the intercontinental experiment includes a roughly the same network 

distance as in the international experiment, the CoV of the intercontinental experiment is 

much less than the CoV reported for the international one. This indicates that the networks 

within intercontinental experiment are more stable than the networks traversed during the 

international one. 

After having viewed the characteristics data transfer delay in all the scenarios, we now advance 

to the next section and evaluate the TCP teardown. 

 

5.2.3 TCP Teardown  

As Figure 23 depicts, in the TCP teardown phase we observe the duration elapsed between an 

outgoing FIN packet and incoming FIN ACK packet as observed from the client device in order 

to measure the RTT network delay. This measurement also includes the server processing 

delay and we describe it as a client’s partial teardown RTT. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23 Client’s partial teardown RTT including server processing delay. 

 

The statistics for this measurement extracted from each geographical experiment is listed in 

Table 10. The resulting values are very similar to the round-trip delay statistics which were 

discussed for the partial handshake RTT in Table 7 above. Hence, for this section comparisons 

are made between the two respective measurements per TCP flow in order to analyse whether 

a longer TCP handshake RTT influences a longer TCP teardown RTT. 
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Table 10 Statistics pertaining to the 3000 partial teardown RTT sample in ms as 

per client Pi to landmark experiment. 

Experiment Min RTT Max RTT Mean Median 75 % Variance CV 

Regional 0.32 10.84 0.48 0.47 0.5 0.05 0.01 

International 38.84 248.18 40.16 39.05 39.21 51.78 0.18 

Intercontinental 325.21 374.81 328.63 329.18 330.11 9.03 0.01 

 

To finalize the observation over this measurement, the partial teardown duration data set was 

compared to the equivalent partial handshake duration through the use of a scatter plot. 

However, the results showed no correlation between the handshake and teardown RTT data 

sets for the regional, and international experiments. On the other hand, some correlation was 

observed between these two measurements for the intercontinental experiment as illustrated 

by Figure 24, below. 

 

Figure 24 Scatter plot for partial teardown RTT against partial handshake RTT 

for the intercontinental experiment. 

 

As illustrated by Figure 24 and by the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient 

between these two data sets, there exists a positive linear correlation with a value of 0.8. This 

indicates that for a large value of partial handshake, the resulting partial teardown of a 
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connection in this experiment is generally also large. It is unclear why such correlation exists 

when for the other experiments this is absent. By taking a closer look at Figure 24, we observe 

that the correlation occurs in clusters, showing that when the partial handshake RTT 

increases, so does the partial teardown RTT. We assume that this occurs due to routing path 

asymmetries which might consist of different bottlenecks and load.  

Lastly, we present the following section where we take a look at the TCP partial handshake 

RTT observations and compare them with the ICMP request-reply observations in order to 

investigate the difference between the TCP and ICMP recorded RTT. 

 

5.2.4 TCP-based and ICMP-based Analysis 

Furthermore, comparison is made with a sample consisting of 3000 ICMP measured RTTs 

which was carried out in parallel with the TCP flows. We choose the international experiment 

for analysis. Hence, the resulting plot in Figure 25, illustrates both the ICMP RTTs and 

handshake RTTs histograms superimposed to determine the difference in the RTT delay 

reported by the two protocols. 

Figure 25 Histogram of 3000 pings and 3000 partial handshake RTTs in ms 

between Pi (client) to www.cambridge.ac.uk with 0.1 ms bin width. 
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Notably, since ping records at a precision to one significant figure at RTTs exceeding 10 ms, 

hence we chose 0.1 ms bin width for both TCP and ICMP RTT histograms displayed in Figure 

25.  

By observing both RTT observations from Figure 25, we immediately identify a difference in 

round-trip delay measurements experienced between both protocols. As anticipated, the 

ICMP RTT observations is much shorter than the TCP RTT observations. ICMP RTT delay is 

influenced by the limited amount of processing done at the server where ICMP request and 

reply packets are generally treated by the Network Interface Card without accessing the kernel 

of the device. Undoubtedly, the TCP partial RTT records a higher delay since each packet is 

processed by the layers of the TCP/IP stack along with the processing done by the kernel on 

the server device to handle incoming SYN packets and to generate outgoing SYN ACK packets. 

Notably, even though the difference in the delays reported by each protocol is almost 

negligible, the measurements illustrate both protocols handle their respective packets 

differently. Table 11 describes clearly the statistics generated by ICMP RTT in comparison to 

the TCP partial handshake RTT for the international experiment. 

 

Table 11 ICMP RTT and TCP partial handshake RTT statistics for the 

international experiment with 3000 samples each as observed by the client.  

Measurement Min RTT Max RTT Mean Median 75 % Variance CoV 

ICMP RTT 38.9 84.1 39.65 39.1 39.3 5.5 0.06 

TCP RTT 39.21 78.81 39.98 39.26 39.62 4.47 0.05 

 

Overall, the ICMP RTT observations occur between 38.9 ms and 84.1 ms with a median of 39.1 

ms. On the other hand, the TCP partial handshake RTT observations take place within the 

range of 39.2 ms and 78.8 ms with a median of 39.2 ms. By looking at the CoV, both ICMP 

and TCP RTT observations experience roughly the same amount of variation from the mean.. 

 

5.2.5 Conclusions for Monitoring at Client Device only 

Up until now, we have given attention to characterising the network when monitoring from 

the client device only.  The round-trip network delay and number of packets lost were analysed 

from TCP phases and comparisons between TCP-based and ICMP-based RTT measurement 

were conducted using different geographical experiment scenarios. 

However, such measurements were insufficient to give an accurate conclusion of the factors 

which influence of the delay during a web request-reply procedure since we had to assume 

routing path asymmetries, and end host processing delay. Additionally, we cannot identify 
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whether data transfer was influenced by network conditions or whether a recorded lost packet 

were actually lost or arrived with a higher delay than its successive one. 

Therefore in the next step we monitor from both the client and the server devices at each end 

of a TCP connection in order to additionally measure one-way network delay, and end host 

processing delay to solve the issues mentioned above. 

  

5.3 Monitoring at Both Client and Server Devices 

For the following experiments, the CheesePi network was used to monitor at both client and 

server devices. This enabled the opportunity to capture traces of the TCP flow transactions 

with their respective HTTP request and HTTP replies. Further analysis was then made on both 

client and server captured traces separately and together to provide a characterisation of the 

delay encountered. 

For such analysis, a client Pi residing within SICS’s network in Kista was utilized along with a 

server Pi located within the network of the University of Karlstad; this experiment is therefore 

labelled as KU experiment. Meanwhile another experiment using the same client Pi with a 

server Pi located within the network of the University of Lulea were employed; hence, this 

experiment is described as the LTU experiment for short. 

For each experiment, 3000 TCP flows were generated which individually retrieved the same 

57.4 kB web resource. Again, experiments consisted of 3000 TCP flows in order to sufficiently 

capture the network’s behaviour over the course of an hour and avoided degrading the 

performance of the network through excessive use of its resources. Moreover, both KU and 

LTU experiments were repeated three times throughout Thursday 19th May, 2016. Hence, 

both the client and server generated three traces each for both of the experiments. The 

following table describes the time during which a pair of traces were captured according to 

each experiment. 

 

Table 12 Packet capture’s start and finish for each experiment (KU and LTU) 

during 19th May, 2016. 

Experiment Morning Afternoon Evening 

KU 10:30 am to 11:30 am 3:30 pm to 4:30 pm 9:00 pm to 10.00 pm 

LTU 9:30 am to 10:30 am 2:30 pm to 3:30 pm 10:00 pm to 11:00 pm 

 

The objective behind this was to analyse the evolution of the round-trip and one-way network 

delay, end host processing time, data transfer delay, and packet loss throughout a busy 

weekday from both client and server devices. 
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Hence, the following plots are based on a measurement from a client for KU experiment 

during a particular time of day (e.g. client_KU_morning), and the same is done in order to 

describe the server (e.g. server_KU_morning). The same measurements were also conducted 

for the LTU experiments. 

 

5.3.1 TCP Handshake 

Figure 10 from section 4.5.1, describes all the measurements extracted from a TCP handshake. 

In short, the client’s TCP partial handshake RTT consists of the duration between an outgoing 

SYN packet and an incoming SYN ACK packet when monitored from the client device. On the 

other hand, the server’s TCP partial handshake RTT measurement includes the duration 

between an outgoing SYN ACK packet and an incoming ACK packet when monitored from the 

server device. Due to TCP flow monitoring available at both end devices we were able to extract 

the end host processing delay and exclude it from both client and server TCP partial 

handshake RTT observations. The following evaluations are based on the KU experiment. 

Round-trip network delay 

Primarily, we observe the client’s partial handshake RTT and how the server processing delay 

influences this RTT measurement. The results are described in the form of statistics displayed 

in Table 13. 

Table 13 Client’s partial handshake RTT including/excluding server processing 

delay for the KU experiment conducted in the morning. 

Measurement Min RTT Max RTT Mean Median CoV 

Client’s RTT including server 
processing delay 

5.74 10.48 5.93 5.92 0.02 

Client’s RTT excluding server 
processing delay 

5.58 8.9 5.73 5.71 0.02 

 

As expected, Table 13 demonstrates that the client’s partial handshake RTT which includes 

server processing delay is larger than when measuring the RTT without the server processing 

delay. By excluding the end host processing delay from the RTT measurement we are able to 

observe the pure delay that a pair of packets take to traverse the network.  

Subsequently we decide to observe the RTT when measured from the client device as opposed 

to being measured from the server device without the end host processing delay. Hence, we 

compare the client’s partial handshake RTT to the server’s partial handshake RTT excluding 

end host processing delay from each measurement. Consequently, the resulting observations 

are plotted as an empirical CDF illustrated in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26 Empirical CDFs of client and server’s 3000 partial handshake RTT 

observations excluding end host processing delay in the KU experiment executed 

during the morning. 

 

For a better visualization of empirical CDFs, the plot in Figure 26 was cropped; hence, it does 

not show outliers. An important observation from Figure 26 is that the client’s partial 

handshake RTT encounters a slightly higher delay as opposed to the server’s measurement. 

Since end host processing delay is excluded from these RTT observations, we assume that the 

client’s partial RTT observations experience a slightly larger delay due to the queuing at the 

client’s NIC receiver buffer caused by the various incoming traffic at that time.  

We now proceed to measuring the end host processing delay at the client and the server 

devices encountered during the TCP handshake for the KU experiment in order to determine 

how these RTT measurements would have been affected if such processing delay was included. 
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End host processing delay 

We measure the server processing delay as the duration between an incoming SYN and 

outgoing SYN ACK at the server which influences the client’s partial handshake RTT 

measurement. On the other hand a client processing delay is calculated from when the client 

recieved a SYN ACK packet until it issues an ACK packet which influences the server’s partial 

handshake RTT. Hence, the results from the collected statistics are tabulated as displayed by 

Table 14 below. 

Table 14 End host processing times during partial handshake in ms during 

different times on 19th May as seen by client and server. 

Experiment Min RTT Max RTT Mean Median CoV 

Client processing delay 0.2 7.41 0.48 0.2 2.2 

Server processing delay 0.15 1.49 0.2 0.15 0.14 

 

The statistics in Table 14 confirm the nature of the processing delay accomplished at the client 

device and the server device during the TCP handshake. Since the server’s kernel needs to 

process incoming SYN packets and generate SYN ACK packets quickly to avoid any SYN flood 

attacks [38], it results to a shorter processing delay. However, the processing on the client 

during the handshake is influenced by the load where its kernel schedules between tasks 

before transmitting an ACK as a reply to the SYN ACK.  

The processing delay also depends on the hardware, in which in the case of the Raspberry Pi’s 

hardware is not be so powerful. As indicated by the client Pi’s processing durations, the level 

of variation as recorded by the CoV is relatively higher than the one measured by the server 

Pi. This could indicate that the client was processing some load during this experiment which 

could explain the high CoV. 

 

One-way network delay 

After concluding measurements related to the round-trip delay and end host processing times, 

we decide to measure the one-way delay to expose asymmetric paths. For such analysis, the 

physical delay of a SYN packet is used to compare with the physical delay of a SYN ACK packet. 

In this context, the physical delay is the term used to describe the all the types of delay which 

influences a packet when it traverses through the intermediate network starting from a sender 

until it reaches a receiver. 

To recap, the NTP protocol was used to relatively synchronize the system clocks of both client 

and server devices However, it is acknowledged that some systematic error occurs when 
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calculating the physical delay since it impossible to completely synchronize two devices to 

have the same clock offset or accuracy. 

Table 15 describes the resulting statistics for a 3000 sample of each measurement from the 

experiment completed in the morning. 

 

Table 15 Statistics   of   SYN   and   SYN   ACK   oneway   delay   for  KU experiment 

conducted during the morning of 19th May. 

Experiment Min 

RTT 

Max RTT Mean Media 

n 

75 % Variance CoV 

SYN morning 0.48 2.85 1.37 1.27 1.86 0.33 0.42 

SYN ACK morning 3.25 7.67 4.36 4.47 4.86 0.35 0.14 

 

For the rest of the traces generated throughout this day for this geographical experiment, the 

SYN packet’s physical delay (i.e. the forward path) was always lower than the SYN ACK 

packet’s physical delay when traversing the intermediate network (i.e. the reverse path). 

However, this was not the case when observing other experiments conducted between the 

same client Pi and another Pi acting as a server located in LTU. Further analysis of the forward 

and reverse paths taken between both KU and LTU experiments were made through the use 

of traceroute. This showed that the one-way delay experienced on the forward path from the 

client Pi to the KU Pi was one hop shorter than the reverse path from KU Pi to the client Pi. 

The opposite was found for the LTU experiment, where the forward path between client Pi to 

LTU Pi was 3 hops longer than the reverse path from LTU Pi to the client Pi. Hence, routing 

path asymmetry which occurred during both KU and LTU experiments is assumed to have 

been caused by the SYN and equivalent SYN ACK packets using relatively different 

intermediate links during transfer. Furthermore, since outgoing packets use a path which is 

different than the one used by incoming packets, we assume that not only does the network 

distance influence the one-way delay but so does the link quality and load of the intermediate 

nodes along each particular path. 

On a completely different topic, we now move on to observe the data transfer phase of the TCP 

flows. 

 

5.3.2 Data Transfer  

To measure the web page transfer delay, the duration between the first data packet until the 

last data packet sent or received was extracted from the traces captured by the server and by 

the client respectively. This measurement is labelled as the data transfer delay and illustrated 

by Figure 11 in section 4.5.2. 
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Notably, during these experiments, each HTTP request demanded an uncompressed version 

of the web resource to be sent during the HTTP reply. With such a condition, the HTTP reply 

is large enough for the server’s TCP to segment it into several data packets and employs the 

sliding window method to provide flow control. This implies that bulk data packet 

transmission is limited to the amount that the receiver is able to receive in its buffer. In turn, 

the receiver notifies the sender with its available buffer space through positive 

acknowledgement packets which determines the amount of the next bulk of data packets to 

transmit. Moreover, the amount of data packets to transmit is also managed by the congestion 

control algorithm which detects network congestion through lack or negative feedback caused 

by packet loss. Hence, without flow control to manage the multiple amounts of data packets 

to be transmitted through a form of feedback, congestion control is not possible. Therefore, if 

we used a compressed version of an HTTP reply, the resulting amount of data packets would 

have been small enough to transmit all of them in a single TCP window which would have 

prevented the use of the sliding window technique and thus congestion control; making it 

impossible to observe network congestion without multiple feedback.  

Through such flow control and congestion control techniques we aim to observe network 

congestion by measuring data transfer delay and packet loss observed from the server device 

and compare the observations to those measured from the client device. Hence, we observe 

the uncompressed data transfer delay to characterise the performance of the network. 

 

Data transfer delay 

With this aim, we extract the data transfer delay and packet loss as perceived from both the 

client and server devices from all the KU and LTU experiments. We then compare the results 

of all experiments conducted during different times of the day in order to analyse the 

behaviour of the network throughout a busy day.  

We realize that during each KU and LTU experiment the data transfer duration measured 

from the server slightly short than the respective one measured from the client’s side. We 

assume that the additional delay reported by the client is incurred when data packets traverse 

the network.  

Due to the similarity in network behaviours between the client and the server during the data 

transfer in all experiments, we decided to present only the KU results measured from the client 

throughout the busy day. The following describes these results in the form of empirical CDFs 

in Figure 27. Additionally, the plots in Figure 27, were cropped to exclude outliers for clearer 

visualization. 
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Figure 27 Comparison of the web transfer delay through a busy day illustrated 

by CDFs of 3000 sample measurements each as seen by the client and server in 

the KU experiment. 

 

By observing Figure 27, we notice that during the afternoon the HTTP replies too longer to 

transfer as indicated by the 28 ms median for client_KU_afternoon CDF. Meanwhile, during 

the morning and evening (as depicted by client_KU_morning and client_KU_evening CDF) 

the data seemed to have encountered similar delays when being transferred with 

approximately 26 ms median which indicates that the network experienced relatively similar 

loads during these times. Hence, it is safe to assume that the network behaviour changed 

during the afternoon as a result to load increase within its intermediate nodes. 

By taking a closer look at Figure 27, we notice that the each sample experienced variating data 

transfer delays. Every sample took a minimum of approximately 17.5 ms to transfer data. This 

implies that the intermediate hosts’ queues are relatively empty and hence bottlenecks are not 

experienced during data transfer. Furthermore, it takes 25 % of the observations extracted 

from the morning and afternoon samples to encounter the one bottleneck due to queuing at 

an intermediate node. This is indicated by the first peak where below 25% of the TCP flows 

took around 20.4 ms to transfer data. Both these samples might have experienced additional 
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bottlenecks as indicated by the second peak and third peaks where a bulk of the TCP flows 

experience around 25 ms and 40 ms of data transfer delay respectively.  

On the contrary, the empirical CDF for the data transfer sample extracted from in the 

afternoon experiment illustrates several peaks which indicates that it must have encountered 

several queuing delay probably due to a more congested network behaviour. We see that below 

only 5 % of the total TCP flows took 20 ms to transfer data as opposed to the 25 % of the TCP 

flows which took roughly the same duration to transfer data during the morning and evening 

samples. The rest of the TCP flows continued to experience an increasing delay when 

transferring data.  

We then compute the 25th percentile and 75th percentile to identify the range of data transfer 

delay for 50 % of the TCP flows and we find that in the afternoon sample, 50 % of the TCP 

flows took between 25 ms and 42 ms; while in the morning and evening sample, 50 % of the 

TCP flows took between 20 ms to 36 ms for all the data packets to be transferred. 

 

Perceived lost data packets  

Lastly, some speculation was made over what other possible causes could have additionally 

influenced such delay. Hence, another measurement was extracted which consisted of: the 

amount of data packet sent or received, along with total number of data packets lost during 

3000 HTTP replies as perceived by the client and the server for each of the experiments 

executed during the different day times. The following table describes the collected data for 

this measurement. 

 

Table 16 Minimum and maximum number of data packets received per one HTTP 

reply and total number of HTTP replies that lost one data packet the KU 

experiment conducted during different day times. 

Experiment 

Median of 
Data Transfer 
Delay (ms) 

Min # of 
Data 
Packets per 
HTTP Reply 

Max # of Data 
Packets per 
HTTP Reply 

Total # of HTTP 
Replies that lost 
one data packet 

client_KU_morning 25.91 42 46 18 

server_KU_morning 25.56 42 46 18 

client_KU_afternoon 28.46 42 47 7 

server_KU_afternoon 28.24 42 47 3 

client_KU_evening 25.58 42 46 17 

server_KU_evening 25.24 42 46 17 
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Surprisingly, the larger data transfer delay encountered during the afternoon was not caused 

by a larger amount of packet loss in comparison to the other times. This indicates that the 

larger data transfer delay was caused by a greater amount of load in the network between SICS 

and LTU than the total load which was present during the morning and evening. By taking a 

closer look at the KU afternoon experiment, we see that the client and the server report 

different amount of packets lost; where the client perceives seven while the server perceives 

three HTTP replies which lost one packet. We interpret this as actually four out of seven data 

packets were in actual fact delayed by the intermediate network, and the other three packets 

were actually lost. Those four packets experienced a higher delay than its successive data 

packet which was received before them; hence, causing the client’s TCP protocol to assume 

that those four packets which it expected to receive first were lost and thus transmits an ACK 

to request for each of the perceived lost packets to be retransmitted. On the other hand, since 

the retransmission timer for each of these packets kept by the server’s TCP protocol did not 

expire nor did the server receive more than three duplicated ACKs, the server did not consider 

such packets as lost; thus, they were not retransmitted. This explains why the server perceived 

a smaller amount of packets lost. 

Lastly, the morning and afternoon traces experienced similar amounts of data packets lost out 

of a total of 3000 HTTP replies sample. Since both client and server Pis observed the same 

amount of packets lost for the individual traces, these packets are assumed to be lost and not 

delayed. 

On a completely different aspect, we now proceed to analyse the TCP teardown phase. 

 

5.3.3 TCP Teardown  

The last measurement extracted from these series of experiments was the teardown round-

trip duration. As Figure 12 from section 4.5.3 demonstrates, the partial TCP teardown RTT 

is the duration between a FIN packet and its respective ACK packet. We are interested in this 

measurement in order to compare it to partial TCP handshake RTT within the same TCP flow. 

We compare these two measurements since we wish to analyse the difference in the network 

delay reported by these two measurements.  

For both the KU and LTU experiments, the scatter plot of the partial teardown against the 

partial handshake without end host processing delay samples resulted to an uncorrelated 

outcome. This indicates that a duration of a partial handshake RTT, did not affect the duration 

of the equivalent partial teardown RTT within the same TCP flow. 

We then move on to evaluate the influence of the server processing delay encountered during 

each partial handshake RTT and partial teardown RTT when monitoring at the client. Again, 

this measurement is illustrated in section 4.5.3 by Figure 12. We compute the statistics for the 
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server processing delay for the partial handshake and the respective teardown RTTs for the 

KU morning experiment. The results are listed in Table 17. 

 

Table 17 Statistics in ms for server processing duration between SYN and SYN 
ACK in comparison to the server processing duration between a FIN and a FIN 
ACK for KU morning experiment. 

Experiment Min RTT Max 

RTT 

Mean Median 75 % Variance CoV 

Server processing during 

partial handshake 

0.15 1.48 0.2 0.19 0.2 0.0008 0.14 

Server processing during 

partial teardown 

0.66 39.36 2.87 0.75 1.08 24.17 1.71 

 

The processing time between an incoming SYN and an outgoing SYN ACK managed by the 

server is much smaller than the processing duration incurred by the server between an 

incoming FIN and an outgoing FIN ACK. This was further observed through the other 

experiments carried out for KU and LTU which concluded the same analysis.  

Such analysis confirms the theoretical functionality of the TCP connection setup and 

teardown. In order to compensate for attacks such as SYN flooding, the TCP protocol had to 

mitigate denial-of-service issues brought by such malicious acts. In a SYN flood attack, the 

client sends a SYN and doesn’t reply with an ACK to a received SYN ACK or it spoofs an IP 

address of a SYN to which the server replies to the false IP address therefore resulting to the 

server waiting for an ACK which is never received. Through each partial handshake server 

resources are binded and reserved for that connection. At some point such resources could all 

be reserved, causing the server to deny any further connections and service to other clients 

[38]. As presented by RFC4987 [38], some solutions introduced a shorter server processing 

time between a received SYN packet and a transmitted SYN ACK packet and to reduce the 

total state allocated to a SYN.  

Meanwhile, when the server receives a FIN, the kernel schedules the TCP teardown task 

according to the load at the device; hence the server processing delay during the TCP teardown 

might experience a higher delay since it is serviced according to the task scheduler. Such 

improvements could explain the results in Table 17. 

 

5.3.4 TCP-based and ICMP-based Analysis 

Lastly, a data set of 3000 ICMP RTT invoked by the ping tool during the same time of each 

TCP experiment was executed. The reason for this was to compare ICMP RTT measurements 
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alongside the partial handshake RTT described above as well as the partial handshake RTT 

which also included the end host processing time, as seen from the client.  

Hence the following histogram distribution was plotted and the resulting statistics were 

tabulated in Table 18 for a better comparison between the three RTT measurements 

experienced during the morning KU experiment. 

 

Figure 28 Comparison between histograms of 3000 measurements each Pings 

RTT, TCP partial handshake RTT with server processing delay and TCP partial 

handshake RTT excluding server processing delay as seen from the client-side 

during the KU morning experiment. 

 

One obvious fact illustrated by the figure above and Table 18, is that although the processing 

done by the server between an incoming SYN packet and an outgoing SYN ACK packet is 

small, it is still significantly influences the resulting RTT value when measuring the network 

delay using SYN and SYN ACK packets. 
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Table 18 Statistics in ms pertaining to Figure 28 for characterising network delay 

in the KU experiment conducted during the morning. 

Experiment Min 

RTT 

Max RTT Mean Media n 75 % Variance CoV 

Pings 5.66 9.04 5.84 5.81 5.85 0.03 0.03 

TCP RTT w/ server 
processing 

5.74 10.48 5.93 5.9 5.95 0.02 0.02 

TCP RTT w/o server 
processing 

5.59 9 5.73 5.72 5.75 0.01 0.02 

 

As already discussed, ping uses ICMP packets to measure the RTT; Therefore, may be treated 

differently by intermediate nodes in the sense that ICMP packets have the least priority when 

it comes to forwarding traffic to the next hop node. This means that maybe ICMP packets are 

scheduled for later forwarding where other packets with higher priority are favoured first to 

be forwarded. Since TCP traffic such as SYN and SYN ACK are of highest priority, the resulting 

partial handshake without server processing incurs less delay than ICMP RTT. 

All other similar experiments generated by different day times for KU and LTU experiments 

returned the same observation. Hence, TCP partial handshake without server processing as 

seen by a client is a better indicator of the network delay for the reason that TCP traffic is 

highly common in IP networks; hence, measuring the network round-trip delay using the TCP 

protocol, the result imitates real world delay. 
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6 Discussion 

We have conducted several experiments by varying the geographic distance and analysed the 

evolution of the network delay performance throughout a busy day. We used in-protocol 

analysis to measure several factors which influence the duration of a web request-reply 

procedure, namely: the network delay, end host processing delay, data transfer delay, and data 

packet loss. To evaluate these factors, we: actively probed web servers through the use of 

HTTP request to generate HTTP traffic, used the TCP-based protocol measurements to 

analyse the delay incurred during different TCP phases, and finally we monitored TCP flows 

from a client device and from both a client and server devices to determine how end-to-end 

monitoring is more beneficial. Lastly, we compared TCP-based round-trip delay analysis to 

that measured by the ICMP protocol in order to determine the level of accuracy reported by 

the two protocols. 

From our results we have concluded several outcomes. The general common conclusions that 

we have identified during TCP-based analysis during client-end monitoring and both client-

end and server-end monitoring are outlined as follows: 

 Although, the reachability between a pair of client and server devices might consist of 

a small amount of network hops more than another pair of client and server devices, 

the vast geographic distances have a huge impact on the network round-trip delay; 

such that, the greater the distance is the longer the RTT delay is.  

 The geographical distance alone between a client and the server does not influence the 

stability of end-to-end communication (i.e. the delay may experience a smaller amount 

of variation within long geographical distance as opposed to a shorter geographical 

distance). This was observed when the international experiment’s CoV reported more 

than 20 times the amount of variation during data transfer to that of the 

intercontinental one. Notably, the size of HTTP data transferred in international 

experiment was almost half of size of data transferred in the intercontinental 

experiment. Hence, the stability of delay performance also depends on the hardware 

and link properties within the intermediate network as well as how well-provisioned it 

is.  

 Moreover, we notice that the time of day has a great influence on a network’s 

behaviour, where its performance degrades significantly during the busy hours of a 

day. 

 Lastly, although the TCP partial handshake and teardown RTT samples recorded 

similar statistics, we generally did not find any correlation between one handshake 

RTT and its respective TCP teardown when calculating the Pearson product-moment 

correlation coefficient. However, from scatter plots, we did notice some sort of 

correlation in the form of clustering of the data sets according to the number of 

densities within such data sets. In such case, the TCP flows in the intercontinental 

experiment resulted to six major density peaks within both the partial handshake and 
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teardown RTT histograms. Hence, the results determined that a correlation existed 

between the two data sets, where each cluster of increasing handshake RTT 

observations reflected an increase in the respective cluster of teardown RTTs. 

After outlining the general conclusions that have been analysed by both monitoring locations, 

we now discuss the conclusions between analyses conducted from client-end monitoring in 

comparison to analysis executed from end-to-end monitoring of TCP flows in the following: 

 Measuring the network performance from client-end only proved to be insufficient 

since we had to hypothesis in order to explain what actually influenced the delays of 

TCP phases during a web request-reply procedure. Specifically, we had to assume 

routing path asymmetries, and end host processing delay. Furthermore, we could not 

identify whether data transfer was influenced by network conditions or whether a 

recorded lost packet were actually lost or arrived with a higher delay than its successive 

one.  

 Therefore, through monitoring and measuring from both end devices we were able to 

solve such issues and confirm hypothesis by additionally being able to measure one-

way network delay, and end host processing delay. 

 Ultimately, end-to-end monitoring enabled to further dissection within TCP phases to 

determine the causes for such delay. Such analysis contributed by providing the ability: 

o To measure the delay performance of the pure network without the influence 

of end host processing delays. 

o To identify routing path asymmetries which causes different delays during 

packet exchange due to possible link or hardware behaviour along different 

paths. 

o To measure end host processing delay within both halves of the TCP handshake 

and teardown in order to observe how loaded an end host is. This also 

confirmed that a server must process incoming SYNs quickly to avoid SYN 

flooding thus resulting to shorter processing delays in comparison to server’s 

processing delay during the teardown and the client’s processing delay during 

the handshake, 

o To distinguish between actually lost data packets and data packets that have 

been presumed lost but actually arrived with a higher delay than their 

respective subsequent packet. 

Lastly, we aimed to compare ICMP RTT delay characteristics to that measured by TCP partial 

handshake RTT including server processing delay and to the same measurement without 

server processing delay. To avoid any change in network behaviour both TCP and ICMP 

experiments were conducted simultaneously between a pair of client and server devices. We 

discover that the resulting partial handshake without server processing the least amount of 

delay out of all three RTT measurements. Since ICMP packets may be treated differently by 

intermediate nodes with least priority when it comes to forwarding ICMP traffic; therefore, 

ICMP packets are scheduled for later forwarding. On the other hand TCP traffic is considered 
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a higher priority and so are favoured first to be forwarded. However, ICMP RTT is short in 

comparison to the TCP handshake RTT when it includes server processing within its 

measurement. This could be explained due to the kernel processing that takes place during 

the TCP handshake whereas during an ICMP request-reply procedure, no kernel processing is 

necessary since such packets are usually treated by the hardware. 
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7 Conclusion and Future Work 

To conclude, we aimed to characterise the network delay of a real world environment 

encountered during an automated web request-reply procedure by utilizing end-to-end 

monitoring and in-protocol analysis. 

In essence, we sought out to analyse two aspects of network traffic monitoring methodologies. 

The first objective consisted of evaluating the benefits of the end monitoring. As a result we 

identified how monitoring from both ends of a client/server communication gives a better 

understanding of the network delay than monitoring from the client-end only. The second 

objective was to observe how well in-protocol analysis gives an insight on a network’s delay 

depending on the protocol used for observation. Consequently we identified how better TCP-

based analysis can characterise the round-trip network delay of the network as opposed to 

ICMP-based analysis.  

Fundamentally, we identified that monitoring TCP flows from both client and server devices 

enabled us to evaluate further measurements in order to have a better perspective of the 

network’s performance. Hence, apart from analysing the network’s round-trip delay, data 

transfer delay, and packets lost; with client and server monitoring we were also able to identify 

the one-way delay, end host processing delay as well as identifying whether the lost packets 

were in fact lost or arrived out of order which gives a further insight regarding the network’s 

behaviour.  

Successively, we compared TCP-based RTT analysis to the ICMP-based RTT analysis. This 

determined that measuring the network delay using the TCP partial handshake RTT without 

the server’s processing delay returned an accurate pure behaviour of the network delay. 

Furthermore, the TCP traffic is treated differently and with a higher priority than ICMP traffic. 

Since, routers favour blocking ICMP traffic, this which causes connectivity problems thus 

presenting difficulties to measure the RTT between two hosts. Additionally, TCP traffic is a 

highly common in IP networks; hence, measuring using TCP traffic gives a more realistic view 

of the network behaviour. 

Ultimately, what wasn’t observed and what could therefore be carried out through future work 

is the measuring of the network performance under different conditions. In such case, 

different web page sizes with different content could be used to analyse the impact of how data 

size influences packet loss and the resulting data transfer delay. Another possibility could be 

to monitor the influence of a heavily loaded server during data transfer. In addition to this, 

more experiments with different geographical distances using monitoring on both end devices 

could be carried out with the possibility of measuring the delay across countries. Experiments 

could be carried out during a wider range of different dates and times and compared. Lastly, 

different hardware could be experimented with to analyse the impact that the hardware 

imposes on end host processing delay.  
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